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Abstract 
Molluscan larval ontogeny is a highly conserved process comprising three principal 
developmental stages. A characteristic unique to each of these stages is shell design, 
termed prodissoconch I, prodissoconch II and dissoconch. These shells vary in 
morphology, mineralogy and microstructure. The discrete temporal transitions in shell 
biomineralization between these larval stages are utilized in this study to investigate 
transcriptional involvement in several distinct biomineralization events. 
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Scanning electron microscopy and X-ray diffraction analysis of P. maxima larvae and 
juveniles collected throughout post-embryonic ontogenesis, document the mineralogy 
and microstructure of each shelled stage as well as establishing a timeline for transitions 
in biomineralization. P. maxima larval samples most representative of these 
biomineralization distinctions and transitions were analyzed for differential gene 
expression on the microarray platform PmaxArray 1.0. A number of transcripts are 
reported as differentially expressed in correlation to the mineralization events of P. 
maxima larval ontogeny. Some of those isolated are known shell matrix genes while 
others are novel; these are discussed in relation to potential shell formation roles. 
 
This interdisciplinary investigation has linked the shell developments of P. maxima larval 
ontogeny with corresponding gene expression profiles, furthering the elucidation of 
shell biomineralization. 
Introduction 
The investigative discipline of biomineralization has progressed vastly in recent decades, 
revealing many aspects of the process [1,2,3]. It is widely accepted that the organic 
matrix constituents incorporated in mineralized structures are responsible for 
conferring many of the remarkable properties unique to biomineral formations [4]. The 
last decade has known an exponential increase in molecular investigations isolating and 
characterizing many matrix proteins [5], but despite these efforts a detailed 
comprehension of how these components interact with minerals to form specific 
crystalline structures remains elusive. 
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 Mollusks, particularly bivalves have been the focus of much of the biomineralization 
research establishing them as a model for this process. As such molecular investigations 
have also centered on bivalves to characterize the genes and proteins associated with 
their shell formation. However, unlike many other model organisms used in molecular 
biological research molluscan genomics and proteomics are largely unannotated. The 
absence of a comprehensive knowledge of the genome and proteome for this phylum 
has meant that comparative analysis capabilities are poor, hindering the rate at which 
biomineralization related genes have been annotated. Exacerbating the situation is that 
protein isolation from shells is generally impeded by properties including: insolubility, 
self-aggregation of the molecules or an unusual resistance to temperature, chemicals 
and enzymes [5,6,7]. These difficulties have forced investigators to develop customized 
isolation and characterization studies atypical to the traditional methods [8]. One such 
alternative approach to the elucidation of the organic controls of shell formation lies 
with the temporal characteristics of bivalve larval development. Inclusive of this 
ontogenesis is the modular development of the shell with several switches in 
biomineralization modes. This biological distinction in shell formation is outlined below. 
 
The bivalve shell is typically calcium carbonate arranged in crystalline lattice patterns of 
aragonite and/ or calcite which are further oriented into discrete layers of various 
microstructures [9]. Variations of these components are vast and considered a function 
of biological control aiding classification of bivalves to family, genus and species level 
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[10,11]. Paradoxically, the development of the larval shell across bivalves appears to 
follow a stringent series of events indicating a highly conserved ancestral 
biomineralization mechanism [12]. 
 
In bivalves, biomineralization begins at early life stages and continues throughout the 
entire life cycle. Postembryonic, the bivalve and indeed many other shelled mollusks 
undergo the first of three mineralization events in concurrence with three successive 
larval stages. The first of these stages succeeds gastrulation and is known as the 
trochophore. During this stage a group of epithelial cells thicken to become the shell 
field from which the periostracum is first produced followed by the earliest shell called 
the prodissoconch I [12,13,14]. The onset of mineralization in the trocophore usually 
occurs at 20 hrs post fertilization [15,16]. Subsequently the trochophore transforms into 
the veliger stage, characterized by a velum used for free swimming and a change in shell 
mineralization. This usually occurs by the second or third day following fertilization [17]. 
The change in shell is illustrated by the addition of distal growth rings termed 
prodissoconch II [18]. The final development marks the change from larvae to juvenile 
distinguished via settlement out of the water column, loss of the velum and 
mineralization of the dissoconch shell, apparent by a sharp concentric demarcation in 
mineralization termed the metamorphic line [12,18]. The entire process of 
metamorphosis generally concludes within 10 - 17 days post fertilization but can vary 
significantly among individuals and more so between species and genera [17]. 
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Molluscan larval ontogenesis and the mineralization events associated with it appear 
largely conserved among the phylum. Past investigations however have focused on the 
morphological structure of these larval shells, while information regarding the 
ultrastructure and mineralogy are fragmented such that many studies have examined 
only certain larval stages whereas others instead investigated the ultrastructure or 
alternatively the mineralogy. Descriptions of one or more of these characteristics for the 
larval shells are known for a variety of taxa including: gastropods [19,20,21], mussel 
[22,23,24], edible oysters [25,26], pearl oyster [27] and clams [16]. Despite the 
fragmentary nature of the research, some general trends have emerged for molluscan 
larval shell mineralization. Specifically, it appears that all larval shells are largely 
composed of aragonite, with a granular irregular ultrastructure typical of prodissoconch 
I, while prodissoconch II consists of outer and inner prismatic layers separated by a 
homogenous layer. In some cases this outer prismatic layer is very thin or totally absent 
[28]. Most recently, several studies have noted a generic predominance of amorphous 
calcium carbonate (ACC) in the initial deposited mineral phase of the prodissoconch I 
along with poorly crystalline aragonite [17,24,29,30]. These investigations have 
attributed ACC as an important precursor to molluscan larval shell formation and 
potentially adult mineralization. Together all these widespread similarities detailed 
above strengthen a long held theory that molluscan larval shells have been strongly 
conserved during evolution [31]. Therefore these shells potentially provide a valuable 
source of information from which basic strategies for molluscan shell biomineralization 
can be deduced. 
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 Temporal characteristics of bivalve larval development are utilized in this investigation 
to identify and partially characterize gene transcripts involved in the shell formation of 
pearl oyster Pinctada maxima. This pearl oyster was selected for this investigation for 
several reasons: P. maxima’s commercial relevance to pearl cultivation; the molecular 
knowledgebase for shell biomineralization is greatest within pearl oysters; and the 
availability of a P. maxima mantle specific microarray platform. The microarray 
platform, entitled PmaxArray 1.0 is used to examine the temporal differential 
expression of transcripts from several bivalve larval development stages. Scanning 
electron microscopy and X-ray powder diffractometry (XRD) map the structural shell 
features of these larval stages in order to correlate gene expression with 
biomineralization events thus highlighting possible functions for expressed genes. This 
investigation acknowledges that the PmaxArray 1.0 does not contain any transcripts 
derived specifically from larval stages negating the detection of genes exclusive to larval 
biomineralization. However, the inclusion of the transcripts derived from the principal 
adult mineralizing organ enables the determination of any genetically expressed 
commonalities between the modes of larval and adult biomineralization or whether a 
specific set of genes are solely responsible for the conserved larval shell formation. 
Furthermore the relatively discrete biomineralization transitions between larval stages, 
particularly the metamorphosis to the adult dissoconch shell, provides a novel approach 
to identify and characterize novel and known genes potentially involved in molluscan 
shell formation. 
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Results 
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
 
P. maxima larval samples examined with SEM show a temporal development of three 
morphologically distinct shells. 24 hrs post fertilization (pf) shells are typically present as 
a smooth outer surface and a relatively low profile measuring approximately 80-90 µm 
at the furthest margins (Figure 1A). Fractures of the shell display a poorly organized 
prismatic microstructure (Figure 1B). By day three the shell has increased in diameter 
measuring approximately 120 µm however this measurement likely underestimates the 
true increase in size as the profile of the shell has become notably more apical (Figure 
1C). At this time point the shell appears morphologically dissimilar from the preceding 
24 hr samples, exemplified by the addition of growth rings at the shell margins. Internal 
microstructure of this shell also shows a difference in microstructural organization 
observing an outer periostracum followed by an oblique arrangement of crystallites and 
finally a thin internal prismatic layer (Figure 1D). This description was found to be the 
same for larval samples observed up to and including 20 days pf (Figure 1E), with the 
exceptions being a steady increase in shell diameter and that the fracture images of 20 
days pf reveal an outer prismatic layer that may have been masked by the periostracum 
in earlier shells (Figure 1F). The subsequent sampled time point, 23 days pf, is the 
earliest indication of the third major morphological development in the P. maxima larval 
shell. The shell has rapidly increased in size measuring approximately 420 - 460 um 
across with a much lower profile than the preceding shell and a clear demarcation of 
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transition in mineralization (Figure 1G and H). Fracture observations of the new shell 
growth show large polygonal prismatic units forming as an outer mineral layer, followed 
by a less organized structure, appearing as a homogenous granular microstructure. The 
innermost region of the 23 days pf shells presents a layer of thin staggered tablets 
characteristic of sheet nacre (Figure 1I and J). The homogenous granular layer dividing 
the large prismatic and nacreous microstructures persists up until 40 days pf, at which 
point a ventral shell fracture reveals nacre forming directly on the existing large 
prismatic layer (Figure 1K and L). 
 
X-ray diffractometry (XRD) 
 
XRD patterns were determined for seven of the larval samples (Figure 2). Aragonite was 
detected as early as 24 hrs pf and persisted throughout the temporal development of all 
the examined samples up to and including day 30 pf. It should be noted that a 
comparison between the X-ray diffractograms of 24 hrs pf and day 3 pf suggest that the 
earlier sample is less crystalline, evidenced by broader aragonite peaks in the 24 hrs pf 
sample. The other significant result was the detection of calcite. Absent in day 17 pf, this 
crystal phase was first weakly detected in the day 20 pf sample before establishing 
defined peaks by day 23 and a continuing presence throughout the remaining samples 
examined. 
 
Microarray analysis 
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 The expression of 4992 unknown transcripts derived from adult mantle tissue was 
determined for a time series of P. maxima larvae. Based on the findings of the SEM and 
XRD, nine temporal larval samples were selected for microarray analysis. These samples 
were 24 hrs pf, 3 days pf, 17 days pf, 20 days pf, 23 days pf, 26 days pf, 30 days pf, 35 
days pf, 40 days pf. A one-way ANOVA test of the PmaxArray 1.0 generated data from 
these nine treatments concluded 1043 microarray ESTs were significantly differentially 
expressed among the time series (P<0.01). Those 1043 ESTs were clustered according to 
their expression profiles and visualized as a 2D SOM of time series plots. As the 
PmaxArray 1.0 contains transcripts only sourced from adult mantle tissue, up-regulation 
of array ESTs was of greatest interest and clusters 1, 6, 11, 17, 21, and 22 were focused 
on for this investigation (Figure 3). 
 
Cluster 1 is represented by 80 ESTs, profiling a rapid increase in expression between 24 
hrs pf and day 3 pf, followed by a continued steady increase until day 23 pf at which 
point expression remains relatively constant. A total of 66 from the 80 ESTs identified in 
cluster 1 were sequenced. Sequence alignment notes that all 66 transcripts resolve to a 
single consensus sequence titled PM066.  A comparative sequence similarity search of 
this transcript against BLASTx and BLASTn databases showed no significant similarities 
with posted gene and protein sequence databases. However a prior investigation 
utilizing PmaxArray 1.0 detected PM066 as expressed exclusively in the adult mantle 
tissue associated with nacre formation [32]. 
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 Although clusters 6, 11, 17, 21 and 22 show differing quantitative expression profiles 
their qualitative expression profile (up- or down-regulated expression relative to the 
preceding time point) show similar traits and are dealt herein collectively as cluster β. 
This combined cluster contains 279 ESTs exhibiting typically no expression until day 20 
and day 23 at which point expression substantially increases and then stabilizes at day 
26 pf. Sequencing was performed for 215 of these ESTs of which 53 transcripts were 
resolved, 31 of which formed consensus sequences while the remaining 22 represent 
singletons. Sequence similarity searches in BLASTx and BLASTn databases displayed 
many significant matches to known shell matrix proteins of both the nacreous and 
prismatic shell designs (Table 1). Furthermore, a number of these ESTs had been 
previously partially characterised by Gardner et al [32] as being differentially expressed 
in adult mantle tissue regions associated with nacre, periostracum and primsmatic 
calcite formation. Additional to the annotated transcripts identified in cluster β, a 
number of novel transcripts have been isolated. The nucleotide sequences of six of 
these novel transcripts were commensurate with predicted protein coding sequence 
(CDS). Primary structure analysis of the predicated amino acid sequence shows a variety 
of protein characteristics (Table 2). Unifying sequence features for these transcripts are 
a general prevalence of signal peptides and high compositional proportions of acidic 
amino acids, aspartic acid and glutamic acid in addition to glycine and tyrosine residues. 
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Discussion 
Molluscan larval ontogeny is a highly conserved process represented by three principal 
developmental stages [33]. A characteristic unique to each of these stages is shell design 
and formation, terming the corresponding shells as prodissoconch I, prodissoconch II 
and the dissoconch [12]. These shells vary in morphology, mineralogy and 
microstructure. It is an established concept that structural shell characteristics such as 
these are afforded by the organic secretions of the mollusk [34]. In this investigation we 
use an interdisciplinary approach to marry the structural developments of P. maxima 
larval shells with the corresponding gene expression profiles of the animal in an effort to 
elucidate the organic control of biomineralization. 
 
Inorganic analysis 
The combination of SEM and XRD analysis presented in this investigation is a broad 
analysis of shell mineralization concerning the entire metamorphosis of a molluscan 
species. 
 
SEM morphological and microstructural images of P. maxima larval shells indicate that 
this species is consistent, for the most part, with the same shell development as many of 
the other bivalve species documented to date (Figure 1). One such regularity among 
bivalve larval shells also observed in P. maxima, was the shell’s morphologically smooth 
‘D-shaped’ appearance at 24 hrs post fertilization consistent with the descriptions of 
Bivalvia prodissoconch I. Dissimilar however, was the observation that the P. maxima 24 
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hrs post fertilization shell microstructure resembled a prismatic organization which is 
unlike previous observations whereby it is noted that a granular homogenous 
microstructure is typical [12]. SEM observations for the subsequent P. maxima shell 
mineralization transition at 3 days post fertilization, being the appearance of concentric 
growth rings which comprise an outer and inner prismatic layer, separated by an 
oblique platy microstructure are consistent with that reported for other bivalve 
prodissoconch II shells [17]. The final shell transition to the dissoconch is specific to the 
adult shell design. This shift in mineralization is observed in the current study for P. 
maxima by 23 days post fertilization, at which point a clear metamorphic line of 
mineralization is apparent from the morphological SEM images. Furthermore, the 
appearance of large prisms in the outermost shell layer and the internal development of 
nacreous laminar sheets are typical of the adult P. maxima shell and hence the 
development of the dissoconch shell. While P. maxima demonstrate all the larval shell 
stages typical of bivalve larval ontogeny, the synchrony of these temporal transitions 
appears highly specific to species. Pinctada margaritifera is the closest related species 
for which this process is documented, however, while transition from prodissoconch I to 
prodissoconch II is noted just prior to 3 days post fertilization for P. maxima, it is not 
observed until 17 days post fertilization for its relative, Pinctada margaritifera [27]. 
Similarly, P. margaritifera alteration from prodissoconch II to the juvenile dissoconch 
occurs some 20 days later than this investigation records for P. maxima.  
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XRD analysis largely confirms the SEM findings for the temporal detection of 
mineralization transitions in P. maxima larval shells as well as some older suppositions. 
Firstly, the diffractogram indicates that aragonite is seemingly the only crystalline shell 
structure present for the entire larval period, being prodissoconch I and II (Figure 2). 
However there is a minor discrepancy that must be noted, being the latest 
prodissoconch II shell as indicated by SEM at 20 days post fertilization (Figure 1), 
actually begins to show the onset of calcite crystallization according to XRD (Figure 2). It 
is expected that as the larvae age, the rate of development will increase in variability 
among the cohort. Therefore this finding may be explained by a small minority of early 
metamorphosing larvae detected by XRD in powdered samples of thousands of larvae. 
However the frequency of these larvae may be too minor to be observed individually by 
SEM. Early larvae development aside, the exclusive presence of aragonite in P. maxima 
larval shells is consistent with Stenzel’s [31] theory that all bivalve larval shells are 
aragonitic irrespective of their adult shell crystallography. Stenzel [31] elaborates on the 
theory explaining two contributing factors. The first is that ancestrally all adult shells 
were aragonite. The second is that there is no adaptive advantage for free swimming 
larvae to have evolved shells of composition other than aragonite, hence the larval shell 
design has persisted. Conversely, the mixtures of crystal textures and microstructures 
known for adult shells may be explained by the diverse environmental niches bivalves 
inhabit following metamorphosis. 
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Similar to SEM observations, the XRD analysis also reports mineralogical transitions 
between the larval shells. Although it is acknowledged that XRD is not an ideal 
apparatus to detect amorphous material, there are some indications that the aragonite 
patterns of the prodissoconch I shell is less crystalline than the prodissoconch II shell, an 
indirect consequence of the presence of amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC) (Figure 2). 
This finding is comparable with a number of past investigations in a variety of bivalves 
including a clam [17] and two oyster species [17,26] as well as a fresh water snail 
[29,30]. These studies all report a predominance of amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC) 
in the initial deposited mineral phase of the prodissoconch I along with poorly 
crystalline aragonite. A putative role of ACC is as an important precursor to molluscan 
larval shell formation and potentially adult mineralization is gaining popularity in the 
literature. While the indication of ACC in P. maxima larval shells 24 hrs post fertilization 
is not nearly as prominent as in the aforementioned studies, it seems feasible that due 
to temporal variability previously cited for larval shell development, an earlier P. 
maxima prodissoconch I shell may represent a greater ACC composition. XRD notes a 
further mineralogical transition for P. maxima larval shells between the prodissoconch I 
and the dissoconch. As briefly mentioned earlier, the detection of calcite from 20 days 
post fertilization but principally at 23 days post fertilization is a confirmation of 
transition to the dissoconch shell as it also coincides with the SEM observations of an 
outer prismatic layer, resembling the adult calcite prismatic microstructure [9]. 
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The findings of SEM and XRD analysis of P. maxima larval shell stages have proved to be 
very informative in this investigation. These techniques have accurately defined 
mineralization events in what appears a temporally variable process. This knowledge 
has ensured that the corresponding gene expression profiles reported for these 
temporal larval samples in this investigation are confidently interpreted with respect to 
shell formation.  
 
Organic analysis 
A time line detailing both the structural shell characteristics and differential gene 
expression of P. maxima larvae has been established for the entire duration of larval 
ontogeny and beyond. As detailed earlier this investigation acknowledges that the 
PmaxArray 1.0 only contains probes designed for ESTs derived from adult mantle tissue. 
As such the microarray is limited in that it is likely incapable of detecting all 
transcriptional events critical to larval shell development. Despite this shortcoming, the 
use of PmaxArray 1.0 has proved informative for this investigation evidenced by 
identification of numerous ESTs present on the microarray as differentially expressed in 
reference to larval P. maxima development. Over 1000 ESTs present on PmaxArray 1.0 
have been reported as significantly differentially expressed throughout this process and 
clustered according to similar expression profiles (Figure 3). Transitions in the structural 
properties of the larval shell coincide with marked up-regulation of gene expression 
typical of two general clustered profiles, PM066 and cluster β. PM066 and the 
transcripts comprising cluster β’s profile are discussed below with reference to their 
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potential influence on the biomineralization characteristics noted for the corresponding 
larval shells. 
 
The profile of PM066 features a rapid onset of transcript expression in unison with the 
biomineralization transition from prodissoconch I to prodissoconch II. This expression 
steadily increases until plateauing at the same point at which mineralization of the 
prodissoconch II shell switches to the dissoconch. The relationship is strongly indicative 
that this transcript is involved in the formation of both shells. In the adult P. maxima, 
PM066 was found to be expressed at the dorsal mantle tissue, the region associated 
with nacre formation [32]. It is interesting to note that while aragonite is present in 
prodissoconch I, II and dissoconch PM066’s expression is only present in the latter two 
suggesting it is not linked exclusively to aragonite crystallization. Regardless, an 
aragonite related role seems plausible as prior investigation of this transcript 
characterized its’ spatial expression as specific to the dorsal mantle tissue of adult P. 
maxima [32]. This region is responsible for nacre shell formation, which is composed of 
aragonite. The isolated PM066 EST appears to represent only a partial fragment of a 
larger gene and bears no homology with other known proteins or genes, restricting the 
characterization of this transcript. Despite this, examination of the sequence does reveal 
some hallmarks of shell matrix proteins. Specifically, the presence of a repeating amino 
acid sequence, in this case predicted to be ‘GGGXLGVXVVD’. Repeated sequence regions 
are a common feature found in a number of shell matrix proteins including: lustrin A 
[35], MSI31 [36], mucoperlin [37] and perlucin [38]. Additionally, the amino acids 
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comprising PM066’s repeated motif are also commonly enriched in shell matrix proteins 
[33].  The origin of PM066, being from the adult mantle nacreous region, supports the 
suggestion that this transcript’s expression in the larval stages is related to shell 
formation. The putative function of PM066 is further characterized as an underlying 
aragonitic shell transcript common to both larval and adult biomineralization. This is the 
first report of a putative shell matrix transcript linking larval and adult shell formation, 
supporting the notion of the larval shell design as the ancestral biomineralization 
process. 
 
The onset of expression for transcripts grouped in cluster β coincides with the alteration 
of mineralization from the prodissoconch II to the adult form dissoconch. Once this 
switch in shell morphology is established, the expression of cluster β transcripts is 
observed to stabilize. These concurrent temporal changes in gene expression and 
inorganic shell components of the larvae suggests a causal relationship, being that the 
transcripts identified in cluster β are likely responsible for the development of 
dissoconch shell. This shell stage has been shown to differ markedly to the preceding 
prodissoconch II by mineralogy and microstructure. As such these transcripts potentially 
function to promote calcite crystallization and the patterning of prismatic and nacreous 
microstructures. The distinct modes of biomineralization between these two shells and 
their rapid transition to the adult form has been exploited here to aid in the further 
characterization of existing shell related proteins as well as the identification of novel 
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candidate genes. Some of these transcripts are discussed below with reference to their 
potential influence on the formation of the dissoconch. 
 
The claim that cluster β transcripts are involved in shell formation of the dissoconch is 
supported by sequence comparison, matching a number of these transcripts with 
known shell matrix proteins and novel transcripts identified having putative 
biomineralization roles [32], including key prismatic shell matrix proteins such as KRMP, 
shematrin and aspein. Implications for the latter two are discussed further.  
 
A total of 12 of the cluster β transcripts were homologous with the shematrin family. 
This family of proteins has been primarily associated with the generation of the 
prismatic calcite shell [39]. Interestingly, five of these 12 transcripts show evidence for 
an alternative function other than prismatic calcite formation. Gardner et al [32] did not 
detect any differential expression for these five transcripts between the primastic 
calcite and nacre producing regions of the adult mantle therefore excluding these 
transcripts from having a microstructure specific role. Considering Gardner’s et al [32] 
observation in the adult shell and the observed up-regulation of these five transcripts 
coinciding with the onset of adult shell formation (inclusive of prismatic and nacreous 
microstructures), it is inferred that these shematrin isoforms are involved in a 
overarching adult shell formation and not the primastic calcite microstructure as 
reported for other shematrin family members. It should be noted that while Yano et al. 
[39] records the differential expression of the shematrin family as principally favoring 
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the mantle edge region (prismatic) over the pallial region (nacre), this varies significantly 
among the seven transcripts they examined. Semi-quantitative PCR analysis shows some 
of the transcripts are only marginally expressed higher in the mantle pallial, one 
transcript even displayed equal expression between the tissues. These observations 
were not discussed in detail in Yano’s et al. [39] characterization of the shematrin 
family, however their brief mention corroborates the findings of this investigation 
suggesting that a subset of shematrin related transcripts have a putative shell formation 
function common to both prismatic and nacreous microstructures. 
 
Aspein is an unusually acidic shell matrix protein characterized with a very high 
proportion of the amino acid aspartic acid and expression in the mantle edge [40]. It is 
theorized that this secreted protein chelates Ca2+ on the surface of the shell to such a 
point that spontaneous calcite is formed rather than aragonite. The findings of this 
investigation support this theory. XRD and SEM analysis of P. maxima larval shells report 
the onset of calcite and calcite prismatic microstructure respectively, at the same time 
as the up-regulation of the transcript PM287, which is an aspein relative. This close 
association with calcite corroborates Tsukamoto’s et al. [40] proposition that aspein is 
involved calcite formation of the bivalve shell. 
 
The relevance of cluster β transcripts to nacreous shell formation is confirmed by 
sequence alignment of several translated transcripts with nacre specific proteins MSI60 
and N14. Considering this validation, it is interesting to note the differential expression 
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of transcripts PM037 and PM077. These transcripts are unannotated and in the adult P. 
maxima were shown to be expressed in the mantle tissue overlaying the nacreous shell 
[32]. Their increased expression profile observed during dissoconch shell formation 
strengthens their putative designation as nacre relevant transcripts. 
 
Transition to the adult shell coincides with differential expression of eight transcripts 
known to be expressed in the periostracal groove [32]. This groove of epithelial cells, 
located at the mantle edge, functions to extrude and mature the periostracum, a 
layered insoluble organic structure notably involved in shell formation [41]. The mode 
by which the periostracum influences biomineralization seems very species specific, 
consistent with the vast diversity of adult shell designs. Meenakshi et al. [42] designed 
an experiment which demonstrated that the addition of the periostraca from several 
different species to a damaged shell elicited a repair resembling the shell structure from 
which the periostracum was taken. Further specificity is noted for this structure within 
the same shell. Saleuddin and Petit [41] found the periostracum at the growing shell 
edge and the umbo is different in amino acid composition. This is an indication that 
there are separate periostracums secreted in the larval and adult stages of mollusks. 
These observations of separate larval and adult periostracums as well as the latter’s 
diversity across taxa is suggestive of the shell biomineralization strategies noted for the 
same developmental stages. Considering the periostracums influence on shell 
formation, it is a logical progression to suggest that evolution of this organic layer is 
closely associated with shell design. As such, given that it appears that separate suites of 
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genes are required for the conserved larval shell formation and the highly diverged adult 
shell formation, it is likewise plausible that separate suites of genes are necessary for 
larval and adult periostracum formation. By deductive reasoning this investigation’s 
observations of a number of adult periostracal related transcripts expressed first during 
the transition to the adult dissoconch shell corroborates the theory of separate 
periostracums manipulating the formation of the respective shells. Similar to the larval 
shell conservation, the periostracum and the related transcripts would also be likely 
conserved, however the periostracums association with the outer calcitic prismatic 
microstructure of the adult P. maxima is doubtful to reveal any transcriptional links 
between the two organic structures. This statement is based on the probable likelihood 
that the larval shell and assumedly the corresponding periostracum represent the 
ancestral biomineralization design [31]. Furthermore, the development of outer calcitic 
shell layers in Pterioida evolved as early as the Silurian era (443 million years ago) [9]. 
Early and continued evolvement of the outer calcitic layer has meant it is most likely 
highly divergent from the aragonite microstructures of the past. Therefore as the 
periostracum is considered to be specific to the associated shell, in P. maxima’s case the 
calcitic prismatic microstructure, it would have evolved in tandem with the shell 
similarly representing a significant divergence from the original form, negating the 
likelihood of a conserved molecular link between the larval and adult periostracums. 
 
Beyond the characterization of transcripts which bear sequence similarities to 
annotated genes and proteins, this investigation has isolated a number of novel 
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transcripts from cluster β. Partial characterization of these novel transcripts is discussed 
here based on the inorganic and organic findings of the investigation. XRD and SEM 
results have clearly established a precise time line detailing mineralogy and morphology 
of several different shell developments for P. maxima. In conjunction, microarray gene 
expression analysis of the animal at the corresponding time points has reported similar 
up-regulation and expression profiles for numerous transcripts, particularly at the onset 
of the dissoconch (adult shell). A number of novel transcripts have been identified 
during this transition along with several known shell matrix proteins. Taken together, 
the up-regulation of these novel transcripts in conjunction with other known shell 
matrix genes and XRD/SEM indications of shell transformation, suggests a high 
probability that these transcripts are related to adult shell formation. Furthermore, 
predicated amino acid sequence analysis of these novel transcripts indicates a number 
of them are likely to have signal peptides, consistent with secreted shell matrix proteins, 
and their coding sequences have high proportions of glycine, aspartic acid and tyrosine 
residues, also a common occurrence in shell matrix proteins. The predicted isoelectric 
points (Ip) for four of the six novel transcripts is below pH 4.5. Previous observations 
noted proteins with low Ip values are exclusively involved in calcite shell formation [5] 
and that organic matrices from calcitic shell layers also consistently have higher ratios of 
acidic to basic amino acids than aragonitic designs [43]. This implies that these 
transcripts are specifically involved in calcite prismatic formation. Of further interest 
regarding acidic shell proteins, three of the novel transcripts identified have atypical 
amino acid compositions emphasized by substantial proportions of glutamic acid. Up 
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until now, the acidity of shell matrix proteins was conferred singularly by the acidic 
amino acid - aspartic acid, with the absence of glutamic acid seen as curious but poorly 
understood [5]. The detection of this acidic residue in these novel transcripts may be a 
significant factor in a putative shell matrix role, and warrants further attention. 
 
Conclusions  
SEM and XRD analysis of P. maxima larvae and juveniles collected throughout post-
embryonic ontogenesis has comprehensively documented the inorganic structural 
properties of the shell. Three structurally different shells have been described and their 
biomineralization transitions noted. A corresponding microarray analysis of differential 
gene expression for these animals has identified many transcripts as related to these 
mineralization events. A number of these transcripts had been previously reported, 
however, their observed differential expression in response to the conditions of this 
investigation has added to their characterization. This includes the first report of a 
transcript linking the highly conserved shell formation of the larval period and adult 
biomineralization. Additionally, a number of novel transcripts were isolated with 
perceived shell functions adding to the ‘transcriptome’ of shell formation. Future 
endeavors should incorporate expressed transcripts from both molluscan adult shell 
forming tissues and larval shell stages on a microarray platform. The incorporation of 
both expressed transcription gene suites on such a microarray platform would advance 
the comprehension of two biomineralization processes, one seemingly conserved and 
the evolutionary origin of the latter.  
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 This interdisciplinary investigation has married the inorganic and organic components of 
shell biomineralization furthering the holistic elucidation of the process. 
Materials and Methods 
Ethics statement 
All animals collected for the purpose of this investigation were done so in accordance 
with the Australian code of practice for the care and use of animals for scientific 
purposes. 
Animal collection 
Pearl oyster Pinctada maxima animals were collected during a commercial spawning run 
at PPCo hatchery, Broome, Western Australia, Australia. No specific permits were required 
for the described collections as samples were bred in captivity. Each sample contained 
between hundreds to thousands of individual animals dependent on size. Samples were 
taken at a series of time points post fertilization (pf) to accurately represent transitions 
between larval stages and metamorphosis to juveniles ranging from 24 hrs to 40 days 
pf. Unfertilized eggs were also collected to serve as an experimental control. All samples 
were collected in fine sieves and immediately placed in tubes containing RNAlater 
(Ambion, Austin, USA) or filtered seawater and stored at -70°C until required. 
P. maxima are not endangered or protected species.  
 
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
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Samples stored in seawater were washed several times in deionized water and air dried. 
The shells were mounted on carbon double-sided tape attached to aluminum stubs and 
gold coated with a BioRad SC500 sputter coater (BioRad, CA, USA). Microstructural cross 
sections of the shells were obtained by fracturing mounted specimens with a razor or 
needle prior to gold coating. Prepared samples were imaged using a FEI Quanta 200 
Environmental SEM (FEI, Oregon, USA) set to high vacuum. 
 
X-ray diffractometry (XRD) 
Samples stored in seawater were washed several times in deionized water and 
powdered with a mortar and pestle. Powdered samples were transferred in solution to 
sample holders by pipette where they were air dried forming a uniform coating. 
Diffraction patterns were measured using a PANanalytical, Inc. X’Pert Pro (MPD) Multi 
Purpose Diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation, operating voltage of 40 kV, current 40 mA, 
0.02° step size and 0.6 s step time over a 2Ѳ range of 10° - 70° at room temperature. 
Calcite and aragonite reference patterns were used from the JCPDS Powder Diffraction 
File, cards no. 41-1475 for aragonite and 47-1743 for calcite. 
 
Microarray development- PmaxArray 1.0 
 
Preparation of RNA for microarray 
Thirty P. maxima animals were collected from several locations on the West Australian 
and Northern Territory coasts, Australia. Animals were immediately anesthetized in 1% 
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propylene phenoxyetol seawater solution until valves were open and non-responsive. 
Specimens were then sacrificed and mantle tissue dissected into anterior to posterior 
strips. Muscle and gill tissue was also sampled. All tissue was stored in RNAlater 
(Ambion, Austin, USA). Total RNA was purified from each tissue sample using TRIZOL 
reagent as recommended by the manufacturer (Invitrogen Life Technologies, Carlsbad, 
CA, USA). Poly(A)+ RNA was further purified from total RNA when required via Oligotex 
mRNA Mini Kit as per manufacturer’s protocols (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA). 
Concentration and purity of the RNA were determined using a spectrophotometer 
(GeneQuant Pro, GE Healthcare UK Ltd., Buckinghamshire, England) with 260 and 280 
nm readings.  RNA quality was assessed for all samples by visualization on a denaturing 
formaldehyde RNA gel as per the protocol recommended by Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA) 
and ethidium bromide staining. 
 
cDNA library construction and screening 
Two different cDNA library synthesis systems were utilized in order to maximize the 
diversity of ESTs due to the unknown characteristics of the P. maxima mantle tissue. 
 
The first library was created from total RNA pooled from the mantle tissue of 10 
individuals using the SMART cDNA library construction kit (Clontech, Mountain View, 
CA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Only the final cloning step was 
modified so that instead of using the λ TriplEx2 vector supplied with the kit, the size 
fractionated cDNA was ligated into pGEM-T Easy (Promega, Madison, WI, USA ) as per 
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manufacturer’s instructions, and transformed into XL10 Gold ultracompetent cells 
(Stratagene, La Jolla, CA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. 
 
The second library produced was a subtractive cDNA library employing the PCR-Select 
cDNA Subtraction Kit (Clontech, Mountain View, CA, USA). The cDNA synthesized from 
the mantle poly(A)+ RNA was used as the tester, and cDNA synthesized from muscle 
poly(A)+ RNA was used as the driver. cDNA fragments were cloned and transformed as 
the previous mentioned library. 
 
100 clones, randomly selected from each library, were then single extension sequenced 
by Macrogen (Seoul, Korea) using an Automatic Sequencer 3730xl. The primer used for 
sequencing was the 5’SMARTlibPCR primer (5’-AAGCAGTGGTATCAACGCAGAGT-3’) a 
modification of the SMART IV oligonucleotide supplied with the SMART cDNA library 
construction kit (Clontech, Mountain View, CA, USA). Sequence data was analyzed using 
Sequencher (Gene Codes Corporation, Ann Arbor, MI, USA) and BLAST 
(http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi) to determine EST redundancy. 
 
Upon examination of the 200 clones, from the two cDNA libraries, it was determined 
redundancies for 16 S ribosomal RNA ESTs were found to be as high as 30% in the 
SMART cDNA library, while redundancy rates in the subtractive cDNA library were 
acceptable (<5%). To remove 16 S ribosomal RNA carrying plasmids from the SMART 
cDNA library, all of the clones were first screened for the 16 S ribosomal RNA sequence, 
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using a colony hybridization method [44]. Briefly three probes, 500 bp, 344 bp and 300 
bp in length were designed from separate regions of the 16 S Ribosomal RNA sequence. 
These probes were PCR amplified, incorporating Phosphorous32 dATP-labelled 
radioisotope into the probe’s sequence, then hybridized to cDNA library clones that had 
been fixed to nitrocellulose filters. Following an overnight incubation at 55°C in 
hybridization buffer (6 x SSC and 1% SDS), the filters were washed twice at 55°C in a 
solution of 6 x SSC and 0.2% SDS for 30 minutes, sealed within plastic and exposed onto 
autoradiography films (GE Healthcare UK Ltd.) at -70°C using intensifying screens. The 
films were then developed according to supplier’s instructions. 
 
Printing of custom P. maxima mantle cDNA microarrays 
4992 unsequenced clones, which had been pre-screened for ribosomal 16 S RNA 
redundancy, were randomly selected for spotting onto microarray slides. 4224 were 
selected from the SMART cDNA library and 768 from the subtractive cDNA library.  
These were grown overnight in LB containing 50 µg/mL ampicillin. The clones were sent 
to the AgGenomics (Bundoora, Vic, Australia) microarray printing facility. The clones 
were PCR-amplified using kit-supplied primers (Clontech, Mountain View, CA, USA) and 
contact-spotted using pins, onto amino silane-coated glass slides, in a 50% DMSO buffer. 
The 4992 clones were spotted in duplicate on each slide, such that, there was a total of 
9984 clones present in two separate grids (technical replicates) on the slides. Known 
pearl oyster ESTs, which were identified at the initial sequencing stage, including; actin 
[AF378128], calmodulin [AY341376], myosin [DQ112678], N14 [AB032612] and MSI60 
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[D86074] were spotted onto the arrays for use as housekeeping and positive controls. In 
addition, universal reference RNA standard controls (Lucidea, GE Healthcare UK Ltd.) 
were also spotted onto each array, as were negative control of 50% DMSO (without 
cDNA). The cDNA was bound to the slide surface by baking and UV-crosslinking. 
 
RNA extraction of larval samples 
Total RNA was purified from RNAlater stored samples using TRIZOL reagent as 
recommended by the manufacturer (Invitrogen Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA). 
Concentration and purity of the RNA were determined using a spectrophotometer 
(GeneQuant Pro, GE Healthcare UK Ltd., Buckinghamshire, England) with 260 and 280 
nm readings. RNA quality was assessed for all samples by visualization on a denaturing 
formaldehyde RNA gel (protocol recommended by Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA) and 
ethidium bromide staining. 
 
Microarray hybridization 
1 µg of Lucidea universal RNA control (GE Healthcare) was added to 2 µg of total RNA 
for each larval sample as well as to the common reference. The RNA was converted to 
cDNA then labelled and hybridized to the array using the 3DNA Array 900 MPX 
expression array detection kit (Genisphere Inc., Hatfield, PA, USA) according to the 
manufacturer’s protocol. Briefly, RNA was reverse transcribed using a random primer 
combined with an oligo-dT primer. The RNA was then degraded and the cDNA tailed 
with dTTP followed by ligation to a dendrimer-specific capture oligo (specific for either 
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Cy3 or Cy5). Microarray slides were denatured prior to use by immersion in 95°C MilliQ 
water for five minutes; the slides were then transferred to 95% ethanol at room 
temperature for two minutes. Slides were spun dry at 800 RPM for two minutes to 
reduce streaking. The Cy3 and Cy5 “tagged” cDNAs were combined and then hybridized 
to the array by overnight incubation in a humidity chamber at 65°C using the kit 
supplied non-formamide SDS-based buffer and a poly T based blocker, as per 
manufacturer’s specifications. The “tagged” cDNA was washed with a series of three 
SSC-based buffers, the first wash occurred at 65°C for 15 minutes, the other wash steps 
were carried out at room temperature for 10 minutes each. The slides were spun dry at 
800 RPM for two minutes. Fluorescent 3DNA capture reagent (which carries a sequence 
complementary to the Cy3 and Cy5 tag) was then hybridized to the array using the SDS-
based buffer with added Anti-Fade reagent (inhibits photobleaching of Cy 5) at 65°C for 
four hours. The fluorescent reagent was then washed as described above for the cDNA 
hybridization. 
 
Data analysis 
PmaxArray 1.0 slides were scanned using a Genepix 4000B scanner (Axon Instruments, 
Union City, CA, USA) at 10 µm pixel resolution. ImaGene (BioDiscovery Inc., El Segundo, 
CA, USA) was used to process raw scanner images and create spot intensity reports, 
while CloneTracker (Biodiscovery Inc.) generated gene ID mapping files and assigned 
gene identification. Final intensity reports were retrieved as raw spot intensities in tab-
delimited files. This data set is MIAME compliant and has been deposited in the Gene 
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Expression Omnibus (GEO) database (accession no: GSE14305) 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/). Spot intensity reports were imported into data 
mining software, GeneSight 3.0 (BioDiscovery Inc., El Segundo, CA, USA). Briefly, data 
was pre-processed and normalized in the following sequence, applying background 
correction, omitting multiple flagged spots, applying floor correction, omitting low 
expression spots, calculating ratio values, log-transformation of intensity ratios (base 2), 
and global LOESS normalization. Ratio data was normally distributed and an ANOVA was 
used to test for statistical significance in expression for microarray spots across the 
selected temporal P. maxima samples (P<0.01). Non-hierarchal cluster analysis was 
performed with GeneSight 3.0 (BioDiscovery Inc., El Segundo, CA, USA) on the significant 
microarray spots using a two dimensional spatial organization map (2D SOM) and the 
euclidean distance metric. 
Sequence analysis 
ESTs from the array identified as displaying significant expression (P<0.01) and 
representing a cluster of interest, were single pass sequenced from their corresponding 
clones. Vector and poor quality portions of sequence were trimmed and the remaining 
sequences were clustered by sequence alignment into singletons and contigs using 
Sequencher (Gene Codes Corporation, Ann Arbor, MI, USA). These sequences were 
compared against public protein and nucleotide databases using the BLASTx and BLASTn 
tools [45] from the National Center for Biotechnology Information 
(http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi). Primary structure analysis of predicted amino 
acid sequences was performed with the ProtParam tool [46] from the ExPASy server of 
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the Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics (www.expasy.org). Signal peptides were predicted 
for sequences using the SignalP 3.0 program [47] from the Center for Biological 
Sequence Analysis (www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/SignalP). 
 
Experimental design 
SEM and XRD were primarily used to determine transitions in biomineralization for the 
temporal series of P. maxima larval samples collected. Indicators of these changes 
considered were shell morphology, microstructure and mineralogy. Those samples 
determined to be transitional were selected for microarray differential gene expression 
analysis. Differential expression of all the selected larval samples was determined based 
on comparison to unfertilized eggs collected from the same P. maxima spawning event 
as the larval samples. The unfertilized P. maxima eggs were selected as the reference 
material due to their ready availability, absence of any biomineralization and 
appropriateness in representing time zero in a temporal investigation. To ensure 
statistical confidence each selected larval stage was hybridized to the PmaxArray 1.0 a 
minimum of 3 times using separate larval samples. Technical variation, that is array-to-
array variability, in these microarray experiments, was addressed through spot 
duplication. Two identical grids consisting of each amplified cDNA and including the 
controls described above were printed onto the left and right sides of each horizontally 
orientated array, thus affording spatial separation between duplicate spots, to allow for 
the normalization of potential hybridization anomalies. A selection of nine temporal 
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larval stages was used in this investigation for differential expression analysis, totaling 
46 microarrays. 
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 Figure Legends 
Figure 1. Scanning electron microscopy images of larval and juvenile P. maxima shells. 
Images of whole shells and fractures track the morphological and microstructural 
development of the shell throughout larval ontogenesis. Specific scale bars are included 
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for each panel. Where appropriate, arrows denote the position of the growing shell 
margin and arrow heads orient the shell with respect to the outermost layer. (A) The 
whole shell at 24hrs pf indicating the first mineralization stage. (B) Fracture of 24 hrs pf 
shell showing a poorly crystalline prismatic microstructure. (C) The whole shell at 3 days 
pf displaying a second mineralization stage seen as growth rings (2). (D) Ventral shell 
fracture of 3 days pf demonstrating inner prismatic (ip) and oblique platy 
microstructures (o) as well as periostracum (pe). (E) Whole shell at 20 days pf, note the 
growth of second mineralization stage (2) relative to the position of the earlier shell 
mineralization (1). (F) Ventral shell fracture of 20 days pf showing an outer prismatic 
(op), inner prismatic (ip) and oblique platy microstructures (o) in addition to 
periostracum (pe). (G) Whole shell at 23 days pf, indicates transition to a third 
mineralization stage (3), the prior shell stages are marked on the image (1)(2). (H) 
Magnification of the previous image detailing the outer morphological change in 
mineralization between the second (2) and third (3) shell stages. (I) Topographical view 
of 23 days pf ventral shell fracture showing 3 microstructures, large prismatic (lp) 
homogenous granular (gr) and sheet nacre (sn). (J) Cross-sectional view of a fracture 
from the same shell 23 days pf. (K) A combined topographic and crossection view of a 
ventral shell fracture from 35 days pf demonstrating nacre forming on a significant 
homogenous granular (gr) layer. The large prismatic microstructure is not seen here 
because it sheered away from the homogenous granular (gr) at fracture edge assumedly 
as result of process. (L) A similar aspect to the previous panel, this image depicts a 
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ventral shell fracture of 40 days pf in which sheet nacre (sn) can been directly forming 
on the large prismatic (lp) microstructure. 
 
Figure 2. X-ray diffractogram showing diffraction patterns for the powdered shells of 
seven P. maxima temporal samples. Peaks consistent with aragonite crystal structure 
are present in all seven samples. Characteristic calcite peaks are seen developing in 
combination with existing aragonite peaks from 20 days pf onwards. At position A on 
the x axis 24 hrs pf shows a broad rise in intensity often representative of amorphous 
structure. 
 
Figure 3. Two dimensional spatial organization map (2D SOM) depicting non-
hierarchal clusters of temporal gene expression. Gene expression profiles for 
PmaxArray 1.0 differentially transcripts expressed from P.maxima larvae and juveniles 
are shown. The animals were sampled at several time conditions relative to post 
fertilization. From left to right these conditions follows a sequential order 24hrs, 3 days, 
17 days, 20 days, 23 days, 26 days, 30 days, 35 days and 40 days. Each data point 
represents the mean ratio expression of similar behaving transcripts at a specific time 
relative to unfertilized eggs. Standard error bars show expression variation of the 
individual transcripts forming the clusters. 
Tables 
Table 1. A list of the unique transcripts from cluster β. 
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Transcript Name 
and Accession 
No. 
Description of Best Sequence Hit E-value 
Previous PmaxArray 1.0 
Identification [32] 
Cluster A Cluster D Cluster E 
PM230: GH280190 EF183519: Pinctada margaritifera KRMP-6 mRNA 1E-70 - + - 
PM241: GH280201 no significant similarity n/a - + - 
PM233: GH280193 no significant similarity n/a - + - 
PM235: GH280195 no significant similarity n/a - + - 
PM242: GH280202 no significant similarity n/a - + - 
PM243: GH280203 no significant similarity n/a - + - 
PM228: GH280188 no significant similarity n/a - + - 
PM078: GH280038 AB032612: Pinctada maxima mRNA for N14 matrix protein 0 + - - 
PM072: GH280032 AB032612: Pinctada maxima mRNA for N14 matrix protein 1E-137 + - - 
PM053: GH280013 AB370886: Pinctada fucata mRNA for beta-tubulin 5E-57 + - - 
PM070: GH280030 D86074: Pinctada fucata mRNA for insoluble protein 2E-54 + - - 
PM077: GH280037 Q16UT3: Aedes aegypti extracellular matrix protein, papilin 2E-16 + - - 
PM068: GH280028 no significant similarity n/a + - - 
PM037: GH279997 no significant similarity n/a + - - 
PM049: GH280009 no significant similarity n/a + - - 
PM050: GH280010 no significant similarity n/a + - - 
PM270: GH280230 EF160120: Pinctada margaritifera shematrin-9 mRNA 0 - - + 
PM273: GH280233 AB429365: Pinctada maxima Pmshem-1 mRNA for shematrin 1E-127 - - + 
PM264: GH280224 EF160119: Pinctada margaritifera shematrin-8 mRNA 1E-112 - - + 
PM255: GH280215 AB429365: Pinctada maxima Pmshem-1 mRNA for shematrin 5 E-90 - - + 
PM275: GH280235 EF183519: Pinctada margaritifera KRMP-6 mRNA 5E-82 - - + 
PM281: GH280241 EF183519: Pinctada margaritifera KRMP-6 mRNA 2E-75 - - + 
PM279: GH280239 EF183519: Pinctada margaritifera KRMP-6 mRNA 1E-69 - - + 
PM280: GH280240 EF183519: Pinctada margaritifera KRMP-6 mRNA 2E-69 - - + 
PM245: GH280205 AB429365: Pinctada maxima Pmshem-1 mRNA for shematrin 4E-63 - - + 
PM262: GH280222 AB429365: Pinctada maxima Pmshem-1 mRNA for shematrin 2E-62 - - + 
PM246: GH280206 EF160120: Pinctada margaritifera shematrin-9 mRNA 2E-35 - - + 
PM266: GH280226 EF192240: Pinctada margaritifera KRMP-7 mRNA 7E-17 - - + 
PM265: GH280225 no significant similarity n/a - - + 
PM272: GH280232 no significant similarity n/a - - + 
PM248: GH280208 no significant similarity n/a - - + 
PM286: GH280246 AB429366: Pinctada maxima Pmshem-2 mRNA for shematrin 0 - - - 
PM294: GH280254 AB429367: Pinctada maxima Pmshem-3 mRNA for shematrin 0 - - - 
PM284: GH280244 AB429365: Pinctada maxima Pmshem-1 mRNA for shematrin 1E-101 - - - 
PM292: GH280252 AB429365: Pinctada maxima Pmshem-1 mRNA for shematrin 1E-100 - - - 
PM289: GH280249 AB429365: Pinctada maxima Pmshem-1 mRNA for shematrin 3E-85 - - - 
PM295: GH280255 EF183519: Pinctada margaritifera KRMP-6 mRNA 5E-82 - - - 
PM304: GH280264 AB429365: Pinctada maxima Pmshem-1 mRNA for shematrin 7E-80 - - - 
PM299: GH280259 AB429365: Pinctada maxima Pmshem-1 mRNA for shematrin 1E-77 - - - 
PM297: GH280257 DQ116437: Pinctada fucata mantle protein 10 (MG10) mRNA 1E-65 - - - 
PM314: GH738508 A2TLM3: Chlamys farreri diphosphate kinase 2E-59 - - - 
PM287: GH280247 AB094512: Pinctada fucata aspein mRNA for shell matrix protein 5E-45 - - - 
PM301: GH280261 AB210137: Pinctada fucata pfp-16 mRNA for hypothetical protein 5E-23 - - - 
PM303: GH280263 AB244422: Pinctada fucata mRNA for shematrin-4 0.066 - - - 
PM285: GH280245 no significant similarity n/a - - - 
PM288: GH280248 no significant similarity n/a - - - 
PM290: GH280250 no significant similarity n/a - - - 
PM291: GH280251 no significant similarity n/a - - - 
PM293: GH280253 no significant similarity n/a - - - 
PM296: GH280256 no significant similarity n/a - - - 
PM298: GH280258 no significant similarity n/a - - - 
PM300: GH280260 no significant similarity n/a - - - 
PM302: GH280262 no significant similarity n/a - - - 
 
Cluster β are mantle related transcripts significantly up-regulated in unison with P. 
maxima’s metamorphosis to the dissoconch shell. Description of best sequence hit = 
highest sequence comparison match of transcript with blastx or blastn database search 
including accession number and brief identification of matching sequence. E-value = 
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likelihood of random occurrence of sequence match, values approaching zero indicate 
increasing sequence match significance. Previous PmaxArray 1.0 identification = 
whether transcript was previously characterised with PmaxArray 1.0 (+) as differentially 
expressed among mantle tissue regions [32], cluster A refers to dorsal mantle associated 
with nacre, cluster D refers to periostracal groove associated with periostracum, cluster 
E refers to ventral mantle associated with prismatic calcite. Absence (-) of transcripts in 
all three clusters A/D/E indicates the sequence had not previously been characterised 
with PmaxArray 1.0. 
 
Table 2. Physico-chemical parameters of the predicted amino acid coding sequence for 
six novel P. maxima transcripts. 
 
 Transcript Identification 
PM290 PM291 PM300 PM285 PM288 PM298 
Number of Amino Acids 109 254 63 55 74 95 
Molecular Weight (kDa) 12.2 26.4 7.2 6.4 8.5 10.5 
Theoretical Ip 4.24 9.02 4.28 4.43 6.2 4.35 
Signal Peptide + + + + + - 
A
m
in
o
 A
ci
d
 C
o
m
p
o
si
ti
o
n
 (
%
) 
Arg 5.5 2 4.8 5.5 12.2 2.1 
Asn 3.7 2 6.3 1.8 10.8 6.3 
Asp 10.1 0.4 7.9 5.5 8.1 7.4 
Cys 0.9 0.8 1.6 0 12.2 0 
Gln 1.8 0.4 1.6 3.6 2.7 4.2 
Glu 0 0 0 7.3 8.1 10.5 
Gly 22.9 26.8 15.9 7.3 4.1 7.4 
His 0 0.8 0 1.8 0 0 
Ile 5.5 1.6 7.9 5.5 5.4 4.2 
Leu 5.5 4.3 4.8 10.9 8.1 10.5 
Lys 0 1.6 0 0 4.1 7.4 
Met 0.9 2.8 3.2 3.6 2.7 2.1 
Phe 9.2 1.2 9.5 3.6 1.4 3.2 
Pro 6.4 5.5 7.9 5.5 1.4 1.1 
Ser 2.8 15.7 4.8 3.6 5.4 12.6 
Thr 0 3.5 1.6 5.5 0 4.2 
Trp 0 0 1.6 1.8 1.4 0 
Tyr 19.3 23.2 15.9 12.7 2.7 5.3 
Val 1.8 2 0 7.3 2.7 6.3 
Pyl 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sec 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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These transcripts are differentially up-regulated during metamorphosis to the 
dissoconch shell. Theoretical Ip = isoelectric point, the pH at which a protein carries no 
net charge. Below the Ip a protein carries a positive charge, above it a negative charge. 
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Abstract 
Molluscan larval ontogeny is a highly conserved process comprising three principal 
developmental stages. A characteristic unique to each of these stages is shell design, 
termed prodissoconch I, prodissoconch II and dissoconch. These shells vary in 
morphology, mineralogy and microstructure. The discrete temporal transitions in shell 
biomineralization between these larval stages are utilized in this study to investigate 
transcriptional involvement in several distinct biomineralization events. 
 
Revised Manuscript with Track Changes
Scanning electron microscopy and X-ray diffraction analysis of P. maxima larvae and 
juveniles collected throughout post-embryonic ontogenesis, document the mineralogy 
and microstructure of each shelled stage as well as establishing a timeline for transitions 
in biomineralization. P. maxima larval samples most representative of these 
biomineralization distinctions and transitions were analyzed for differential gene 
expression on the microarray platform PmaxArray 1.0. A number of transcripts are 
reported as differentially expressed in correlation to the mineralization events of P. 
maxima larval ontogeny. Some of those isolated are known shell matrix genes while 
others are novel; these are discussed in relation to potential shell formation roles. 
 
This interdisciplinary investigation has linked the shell developments of P. maxima larval 
ontogeny with corresponding gene expression profiles, furthering the elucidation of 
shell biomineralization. 
Introduction 
The investigative discipline of biomineralization has progressed vastly in recent decades, 
revealing many aspects of the process [1,2,3]. It is widely accepted that the organic 
matrix constituents incorporated in mineralized structures are responsible for 
conferring many of the remarkable properties unique to biomineral formations [4]. The 
last decade has known an exponential increase in molecular investigations isolating and 
characterizing many matrix proteins [5], but despite these efforts a detailed 
comprehension of how these components interact with minerals to form specific 
crystalline structures remains elusive. 
 MollusksMolluscs, particularly bivalves have been the focus of much of the 
biomineralization research establishing them as a model for this process. As such 
molecular investigations have also centered on bivalves to characterize the genes and 
proteins associated with their shell formation. However, unlike many other model 
organisms used in molecular biological research molluscan genomics and proteomics 
are largely unannotated. The absence of a comprehensive knowledge of the genome 
and proteome for this phylum has meant that comparative analysis capabilities are 
poor, hindering the rate at which biomineralization related genes have been annotated. 
Exacerbating the situation is that protein isolation from shells is generally impeded by 
properties including: insolubility, self-aggregation of the molecules or an unusual 
resistance to temperature, chemicals and enzymes [5,6,7]. These difficulties have forced 
investigators to develop customized isolation and characterization studies atypical to 
the traditional methods [8]. One such alternative approach to the elucidation of the 
organic controls of shell formation lies with the temporal characteristics of bivalve larval 
development. Inclusive of this ontogenesis is the modular development of the shell with 
several switches in biomineralization modes. This biological distinction in shell 
formation is outlined below. 
 
The bivalve shell is typically calcium carbonate arranged in crystalline lattice patterns of 
aragonite and/ or calcite which are further oriented into discrete layers of various 
microstructures [9]. Variations of these components are vast and considered a function 
of biological control aiding classification of bivalves to family, genus and species level 
[10,11]. Paradoxically, the development of the larval shell across bivalves appears to 
follow a stringent series of events indicating a highly conserved ancestral 
biomineralization mechanism [12]. 
 
In bivalves, biomineralization begins at early life stages and continues throughout the 
entire life cycle. Postembryonic, the bivalve and indeed many other shelled mollusks 
molluscs undergo the first of three mineralization events in concurrence with three 
successive larval stages. The first of these stages succeeds gastrulation and is known as 
the trochophore. During this stage a group of epithelial cells thicken to become the shell 
field from which the periostracum is first produced followed by the earliest shell called 
the prodissoconch I [12,13,14]. The onset of mineralization in the trocophore usually 
occurs at 20 hrs post fertilization [15,16]. Subsequently the trochophore transforms into 
the veliger stage, characterized by a velum used for free swimming and a change in shell 
mineralization. This usually occurs by the second or third day following fertilization [17]. 
The change in shell is illustrated by the addition of distal growth rings termed 
prodissoconch II [18]. The final development marks the change from larvae to juvenile 
distinguished via settlement out of the water column, loss of the velum and 
mineralization of the dissoconch shell, apparent by a sharp concentric demarcation in 
mineralization termed the metamorphic line [12,18]. The entire process of 
metamorphosis generally concludes within 10 - 17 days post fertilization but can vary 
significantly among individuals and more so between species and genera [17]. 
 Molluscan larval ontogenesis and the mineralization events associated with it appear 
largely conserved among the phylum. Past investigations however have focused on the 
morphological structure of these larval shells, while information regarding the 
ultrastructure and mineralogy are fragmented such that many studies have examined 
only certain larval stages whereas others instead investigated the ultrastructure or 
alternatively the mineralogy. Descriptions of one or more of these characteristics for the 
larval shells are known for a variety of taxa including: gastropods [19,20,21], mussel 
[22,23,24], edible oysters [25,26], pearl oyster [27] and clams [16]. Despite the 
fragmentary nature of the research, some general trends have emerged for molluscan 
larval shell mineralization. Specifically, it appears that all larval shells are largely 
composed of aragonite, with a granular irregular ultrastructure typical of prodissoconch 
I, while prodissoconch II consists of outer and inner prismatic layers separated by a 
homogenous layer. In some cases this outer prismatic layer is very thin or totally absent 
[28]. Most recently, several studies have noted a generic predominance of amorphous 
calcium carbonate (ACC) in the initial deposited mineral phase of the prodissoconch I 
along with poorly crystalline aragonite [17,24,29,30]. These investigations have 
attributed ACC as an important precursor to molluscan larval shell formation and 
potentially adult mineralization. Together all these widespread similarities detailed 
above strengthen a long held theory that molluscan larval shells have been strongly 
conserved during evolution [31]. Therefore these shells potentially provide a valuable 
source of information from which basic strategies for molluscan shell biomineralization 
can be deduced. 
 
Temporal characteristics of bivalve larval development are utilized in this investigation 
to identify and partially characterize gene transcripts involved in the shell formation of 
pearl oyster Pinctada maxima. This pearl oyster was selected for this investigation for 
several reasons: P. maxima’s commercial relevance to pearl cultivation; the molecular 
knowledgebase for shell biomineralization is greatest within pearl oysters; and the 
availability of a P. maxima mantle specific microarray platform. The microarray 
platform, entitled PmaxArray 1.0 is used to examine the temporal differential 
expression of transcripts from several bivalve larval development stages. Scanning 
electron microscopy and X-ray powder diffractometry (XRD) map the structural shell 
features of these larval stages in order to correlate gene expression with 
biomineralization events thus highlighting possible functions for expressed genes. This 
investigation acknowledges that the PmaxArray 1.0 does not contain any transcripts 
derived specifically from larval stages negating the detection of genes exclusive to larval 
biomineralization. However, the inclusion of the transcripts derived from the principal 
adult mineralizing organ enables the determination of any genetically expressed 
commonalities between the modes of larval and adult biomineralization or whether a 
specific set of genes are solely responsible for the conserved larval shell formation. 
Furthermore the relatively discrete biomineralization transitions between larval stages, 
particularly the metamorphosis to the adult dissoconch shell, provides a novel approach 
to identify and characterize novel and known genes potentially involved in molluscan 
shell formation. 
Results 
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
 
P. maxima larval samples examined with SEM show a temporal development of three 
morphologically distinct shells. 24 hrs post fertilization (pf) shells are typically present as 
a smooth outer surface and a relatively low profile measuring approximately 80-90 µm 
at the furthest margins (Figure 1A). Fractures of the shell display a poorly organized 
prismatic microstructure (Figure 1B). By day three the shell has increased in diameter 
measuring approximately 120 µm however this measurement likely underestimates the 
true increase in size as the profile of the shell has become notably more apical (Figure 
1C). At this time point the shell appears morphologically dissimilar from the preceding 
24 hr samples, exemplified by the addition of growth rings at the shell margins. Internal 
microstructure of this shell also shows a difference in microstructural organization 
observing an outer periostracum followed by an oblique arrangement of crystallites and 
finally a thin internal prismatic layer (Figure 1D). This description was found to be the 
same for larval samples observed up to and including 20 days pf (Figure 1E), with the 
exceptions being a steady increase in shell diameter and that the fracture images of 20 
days pf reveal an outer prismatic layer that may have been masked by the periostracum 
in earlier shells (Figure 1F). The subsequent sampled time point, 23 days pf, is the 
earliest indication of the third major morphological development in the P. maxima larval 
shell. The shell has rapidly increased in size measuring approximately 420 - 460 um 
across with a much lower profile than the preceding shell and a clear demarcation of 
transition in mineralization (Figure 1G and H). Fracture observations of the new shell 
growth show large polygonal prismatic units forming as an outer mineral layer, followed 
by a less organized structure, appearing as a homogenous granular microstructure. The 
innermost region of the 23 days pf shells presents a layer of thin staggered tablets 
characteristic of sheet nacre (Figure 1I and J). The homogenous granular layer dividing 
the large prismatic and nacreous microstructures persists up until 40 days pf, at which 
point a ventral shell fracture reveals nacre forming directly on the existing large 
prismatic layer (Figure 1K and L). 
 
X-ray diffractometry (XRD) 
 
XRD patterns were determined for seven of the larval samples (Figure 2). Aragonite was 
detected as early as 24 hrs pf and persisted throughout the temporal development of all 
the examined samples up to and including day 30 pf. It should be noted that a 
comparison between the X-ray diffractograms of 24 hrs pf and day 3 pf suggest that the 
earlier sample is less crystalline, evidenced by broader aragonite peaks in the 24 hrs pf 
sample. The other significant result was the detection of calcite. Absent in day 17 pf, this 
crystal phase was first weakly detected in the day 20 pf sample before establishing 
defined peaks by day 23 and a continuing presence throughout the remaining samples 
examined. 
 Microarray analysis 
 
The expression of 4992 unknown transcripts derived from adult mantle tissue was 
determined for a time series of P. maxima larvae. Based on the findings of the SEM and 
XRD, nine temporal larval samples were selected for microarray analysis. These samples 
were 24 hrs pf, 3 days pf, 17 days pf, 20 days pf, 23 days pf, 26 days pf, 30 days pf, 35 
days pf, 40 days pf. A one-way ANOVA test of the PmaxArray 1.0 generated data from 
these nine treatments concluded 1043 microarray ESTs were significantly differentially 
expressed among the time series (P<0.01). A number of these ESTs are likely to be 
redundant copies of transcripts as the cDNA library used to construct the microarray 
was unsequenced at the time. Furthermore,ESTs were selected for sequencingwasdone 
so based on expression profile clustering thereby enriching the selected ESTs for 
redundant highly expressed transcript copies.Those The1043 ESTs were clustered 
according to their expression profiles and visualized as a two dimensional spatial 
organization map (2D SOM) of time series plots. As the PmaxArray 1.0 contains 
transcripts only sourced from adult mantle tissue, up-regulation of array ESTs was of 
greatest interest and clusters 1, 6, 11, 17, 21, and 22through 6 were focused on for this 
investigation (Figure 3). 
 
Cluster 1 is represented by 80 ESTs, profiling a rapid increase in expression between 24 
hrs pf and day 3 pf, followed by a continued steady increase until day 23 pf at which 
point expression remains relatively constant. A total of 66 from the 80 ESTs identified in 
cluster 1 were sequenced. Sequence alignment notes that all 66 transcripts resolve to a 
single consensus sequence titled PM066.  A comparative sequence similarity search of 
this transcript against BLASTx and BLASTn databases showed no significant similarities 
with posted gene and protein sequence databases. However a prior investigation 
utilizing PmaxArray 1.0 detected PM066 as expressed exclusively in the adult mantle 
tissue associated with nacre formation[32]. 
 
Although clusters 6, 11, 17, 21 and 222 - 6 show differing quantitative expression 
profiles their qualitative expression profile (up- or down-regulated expression relative to 
the preceding time point) show similar traits and are dealt herein collectively as cluster 
β. This combined cluster contains 279 ESTs exhibiting typically no expression until day 
20 and day 23 at which point expression substantially increases and then stabilizes at 
day 26 pf. Sequencing was performed for 215 of these ESTs of which 53 transcripts were 
resolved, 31 of which formed consensus sequences while the remaining 22 represent 
singletons. Sequence similarity searches in BLASTx and BLASTn databases displayed 
many significant matches to known shell matrix proteins of both the nacreous and 
prismatic shell designs (Table 1). Furthermore, a number of these ESTs had been 
previously partially characterised by Gardner et al [32] as being differentially expressed 
in adult mantle tissue regions associated with nacre, periostracum and primsmatic 
calcite formation. Additional to the annotated transcripts identified in cluster β, a 
number of novel transcripts have been isolated. The nucleotide sequences of six of 
these novel transcripts were commensurate with predicted protein coding sequence 
(CDS). Primary structure analysis of the predicated amino acid sequence shows a variety 
of protein characteristics (Table 2). Unifying sequence features for these transcripts are 
a general prevalence of signal peptides and high compositional proportions of acidic 
amino acids, aspartic acid and glutamic acid in addition to glycine and tyrosine residues. 
 
Discussion 
Molluscan larval ontogeny is a highly conserved process represented by three principal 
developmental stages [33]. A characteristic unique to each of these stages is shell design 
and formation, terming the corresponding shells in bivalves as prodissoconch I, 
prodissoconch II and the dissoconch[12]. These shells vary in morphology, mineralogy 
and microstructure. It is an established concept that structural shell characteristics such 
as these are afforded by the organic secretions of the mollusk mollusc[34]. In this 
investigation we use an interdisciplinary approach to marry the structural developments 
of P. maxima larval shells with the corresponding gene expression profiles of the animal 
in an effort to further elucidate the organic control of biomineralization. 
 
Inorganic analysis 
The combination of SEM and XRD analysis presented in this investigation is a broad 
analysis of shell mineralization concerning the entire metamorphosis of a molluscan 
species. 
 SEM morphological and microstructural images of P. maxima larval shells indicate that 
this species is consistent, for the most part, with the same shell development as many of 
the other molluscspecies documented to date (Figure 1)[15,17,18,35,36]. One such 
regularity among bivalve larval shells also observed in P. maxima, was the shell’s 
morphologically smooth ‘D-shaped’ appearance at 24 hrs post fertilization consistent 
with the descriptions of Bivalviaprodissoconch I. Dissimilar however, was the 
observation that the P. maxima 24 hrs post fertilization shell microstructure resembled 
a prismatic organization which is unlike previous observations whereby it is noted that a 
granular homogenous microstructure is typical [12]. SEM observations for the 
subsequent P. maxima shell mineralization transition at 3 days post fertilization, being 
the appearance of concentric growth rings which comprise an outer and inner prismatic 
layer, separated by an oblique platy microstructure are consistent with that reported for 
other bivalve prodissoconch II shells[17]. The final shell transition to the dissoconch is 
specific to the adult shell design. This shift in mineralization is observed in the current 
study for P. maxima by 23 days post fertilization, at which point a clear metamorphic 
line of mineralization is apparent from the morphological SEM images. Furthermore, the 
appearance of large prisms in the outermost shell layer and the internal development of 
nacreous laminar sheets are typical of the adult P. maximashell and hence the 
development of the dissoconch shell. While P. maxima demonstrate all the larval shell 
stages typical of bivalve larval ontogeny, the synchrony of these temporal transitions 
appears highly specific to species. Pinctadamargaritifera is the closest related species 
for which this process is documented, however, while transition from prodissoconch I to 
prodissoconch II is noted just prior to 3 days post fertilization for P. maxima, it is not 
observed until 17 days post fertilization for its relative, Pinctadamargaritifera[27]. 
Similarly, P. margaritifera alteration from prodissoconch II to the juvenile dissoconch 
occurs some 20 days later than this investigation records for P. maxima.  
 
XRD analysis largely confirms the SEM findings for the temporal detection of 
mineralization transitions in P. maxima larval shells as well as some older suppositions. 
The Firstly, the diffractogram indicates that aragonite is seemingly the only crystalline 
shell structure present for the entire larval period, being prodissoconch I and II (Figure 
2). However there is a minor discrepancy that must be noted, being the latest 
prodissoconch II shell as indicated by SEM at 20 days post fertilization (Figure 1), 
actually begins to show the onset of calcite crystallization according to XRD (Figure 2). It 
is expected that as the larvae age, the rate of development will increase in variability 
among the cohort. Therefore this finding may be explained by a small minority of early 
metamorphosing larvae detected by XRD in powdered samples of thousands of larvae. 
However the frequency of these larvae may be too minor to be observed individually by 
SEM. TheEarly larvae development aside, the exclusive presence of aragonite in P. 
maxima larval shells is consistent with previous observations of larval molluscs shells 
whereby aragonite is always present[9,16,18,31,37,38,39,40,41]Stenzel’s [31] theory 
that all bivalve larval shells are aragonitic irrespective of their adult shell 
crystallography. Stenzel [31] elaborates on the theory explaining two contributing 
factors. The first is that ancestrally all adult shells were aragonite. The second is that 
there is no adaptive advantage for free swimming larvae to have evolved shells of 
composition other than aragonite, hence the larval shell design has persisted. 
Conversely, the mixtures of crystal textures and microstructures known for adult shells 
may be explained by the diverse environmental niches bivalves inhabit following 
metamorphosis. 
 
Similar to SEM observations, the XRD analysis also reports mineralogical transitions 
between the larval shells. Although it is acknowledged that XRD is not an ideal 
apparatus to detect amorphous material, there are some indications that the aragonite 
patterns of the prodissoconch I shell is less crystalline than the prodissoconch II shell, an 
indirect consequence of the presence of amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC) (Figure 2). 
This finding is comparable with a number of past investigations in a variety of bivalves 
including a clam [17] and two oyster species [17,26] as well as a fresh water snail 
[29,30]. These studies all report a predominance of amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC) 
in the initial deposited mineral phase of the prodissoconch I along with poorly 
crystalline aragonite. A putative role of ACC is as an important precursor to molluscan 
larval shell formation and potentially adult mineralization is gaining popularity in the 
literature. While the indication of ACC in P. maxima larval shells 24 hrs post fertilization 
is not nearly as prominent as in the aforementioned studies, it seems feasible that due 
to temporal variability previously cited for larval shell development, an earlier P. 
maximaprodissoconch I shell may represent a greater ACC composition. XRD notes a 
further mineralogical transition for P. maxima larval shells between the prodissoconch I 
and the dissoconch. As briefly mentioned earlier, the detection of calcite from 20 days 
post fertilization but principally at 23 days post fertilization is a confirmation of 
transition to the dissoconch shell as it also coincides with the SEM observations of an 
outer prismatic layer, resembling the adult calcite prismatic microstructure [9]. 
 
The findings of SEM and XRD analysis of P. maxima larval shell stages have accurately 
defined temporal transitions of mineralization events relating to their shell morphology, 
microstructure and mineralogy. These observations were consistent with previous 
examinations of mollusc larval shell structure whereby it was proposed that the 
development of the molluscan larval shell is an evolutionary conserved process [17,42]. 
In contrast, the mixtures of crystal textures and microstructures known to occur in adult 
shells may be explained by the diverse environmental niches bivalves inhabit following 
metamorphosis. This knowledge has ensured that the corresponding gene expression 
profiles reported for P. maximalarvae sampled concurrently for this investigation are 
confidently interpreted with respect to shell formation.The findings of SEM and XRD 
analysis of P. maxima larval shell stages have proved to be very informative in this 
investigation. These techniques have accurately defined mineralization events in what 
appears a temporally variable process. This knowledge has ensured that the 
corresponding gene expression profiles reported for these temporal larval samples in 
this investigation are confidently interpreted with respect to shell formation.  
 
Organic analysis 
A time line detailing both the structural shell characteristics and differential gene 
expression of P. maxima larvae has been established for the entire duration of larval 
ontogeny and beyond.While it has been hypothesized that molluscan shell development 
is evolutionary conserved as evidenced at the shell structural level, there is little 
knowledge regarding the underlying molecular regulation of the process. As detailed 
earlier, this investigation acknowledges that the PmaxArray 1.0 only contains probes 
designed for ESTs derived from adult mantle tissue. As such the microarray is limited in 
that it is likely incapable of detecting all transcriptional events critical to larval shell 
development. Despite this shortcoming, the use of PmaxArray 1.0 has proved 
informative for this investigation evidenced by identification of numerous ESTs present 
on the microarray as differentially expressed in reference to larval P. maxima 
development. Over 1000 ESTs present on PmaxArray 1.0 have been reported as 
significantly differentially expressed throughout this process and clustered according to 
similar expression profiles (Figure 3). It should be noted that when considering the 
interpretation of the microarray analysis, ESTs expression profiles discussed have yet to 
be validated by secondary molecular techniques. Transitions in the structural properties 
of the larval shell coincide with marked up-regulation of gene expression typical of two 
general clustered profiles, PM066 and cluster β. PM066 and the transcripts comprising 
cluster β’s profile are discussed below with reference to their potential influence on the 
biomineralization characteristics noted for the corresponding larval shells. 
 
The profile of PM066 features a rapid onset of transcript expression in unison with the 
biomineralization transition from prodissoconch I to prodissoconch II. This expression 
steadily increases until plateauing at the same point at which mineralization of the 
prodissoconch II shell switches to the dissoconch. The relationship is strongly indicative 
that this transcript is involved in the formation of both shells. In the adult P. maxima, 
PM066 was found to be expressed at the dorsal mantle tissue, the region associated 
with nacre formation[32]. It is interesting to note that while aragonite is present in 
prodissoconch I, II and the dissoconch, PM066’s expression is only present in the latter 
two suggesting it is not linked exclusively to aragonite crystallization. Regardless, an 
aragonite related role seems plausible as prior investigation of this transcript 
characterized its’ spatial expression as specific to the dorsal mantle tissue of adult P. 
maxima[32]. This region is responsible for nacre shell formation, which is composed of 
aragonite. The isolated PM066 EST appears to represent only a partial fragment of a 
larger gene and bears no homology with other known proteins or genes, restricting the 
characterization of this transcript. Despite this, examination of the sequence does reveal 
some hallmarks of shell matrix proteins. Specifically, the presence of a repeating amino 
acid sequence, in this case predicted to be ‘GGGXLGVXVVD’. Repeated sequence regions 
are a common feature found in a number of shell matrix proteins including: lustrin A 
[43], MSI31 [44], mucoperlin[45] and perlucin[46]. Additionally, the amino acids 
comprising PM066’s repeated motif are also commonly enriched in shell matrix proteins 
[33].The origin of PM066, being from the adult mantle nacreous region, supports the 
suggestion that this transcript’s expression in the larval stages is related to shell 
formation. The putative function of PM066 is further characterized as an underlying 
aragonitic shell transcript common to both larval and adult biomineralization. This is the 
first report of a putative shell matrix transcript linking larval and adult shell formation, 
supporting the notion of the larval shell design as the ancestral biomineralization 
process. 
 
The onset of expression for transcripts grouped in cluster β coincides with the alteration 
of mineralization from the prodissoconch II to the adult form dissoconch. Once this 
switch in shell morphology is established, the expression of cluster β transcripts is 
observed to stabilize. These concurrent temporal changes in gene expression and 
inorganic shell components of the larvae suggests a causal relationship, being that the 
transcripts identified in cluster β are likely responsible for the development of the 
dissoconch shell. This shell stage has been shown to differ markedly to the preceding 
prodissoconch II by mineralogy and microstructure. As such these transcripts potentially 
function to promote calcite crystallization and the patterning of prismatic and nacreous 
microstructures. The distinct modes of biomineralization between these two shells and 
their rapid transition to the adult form has been exploited here to aid in the further 
characterization of existing shell related proteins as well as the identification of novel 
candidate genes. Some of these transcripts are discussed below with reference to their 
potential influence on the formation of the dissoconch. 
 
The claim that cluster β transcripts are involved in shell formation of the dissoconch is 
supported by sequence comparison, matching a number of these transcripts with 
known shell matrix proteins and novel transcripts identified having putative 
biomineralization roles[32],including key prismatic shell matrix proteins such as KRMP, 
shematrin and aspein. Implications for the latter two are discussed further.  
 
A total of 12 of the cluster β transcripts were homologous with the shematrin family. 
This family of proteins has been primarily associated with the generation of the 
prismatic calcite shell [47]. Interestingly, five of these 12 transcripts show evidence for 
an alternative function other than prismatic calcite formation. Gardner et al [32] did not 
detect any differential expression for these five transcripts between the primastic 
calcite and nacre producing regions of the adult mantle therefore likely excluding these 
transcripts from having a microstructure specific role. Considering Gardner’s et al [32] 
observation in the adult shell and the observed up-regulation of these five transcripts 
coinciding with the onset of adult shell formation (inclusive of prismatic and nacreous 
microstructures), it is inferred that these shematrin isoforms are involved in a 
overarching adult shell formation and not the primastic calcite microstructure as 
reported for other shematrin family members. It should be noted that while Yano et 
al.[47] records the differential expression of the shematrin family as principally favoring 
the mantle edge region (prismatic) over the pallial region (nacre), this varies significantly 
among the seven transcripts they examined. Semi-quantitative PCR analysis shows some 
of the transcripts are only marginally expressed higher in the mantle pallial, one 
transcript even displayed equal expression between the tissues. These observations 
were not discussed in detail in Yano’s et al.[47] characterization of the shematrin family, 
however their brief mention corroborates the findings of this investigation suggesting 
that a subset of shematrin related transcripts have a putative shell formation function 
common to both prismatic and nacreous microstructures. 
 
Aspein is an unusually acidic shell matrix protein characterized with a very high 
proportion of the amino acid aspartic acid and expression in the mantle edge [48]. It is 
theorized that this secreted protein chelates Ca2+ on the surface of the shell to such a 
point that spontaneous calcite is formed rather than aragonite. The findings of this 
investigation support this theory. XRD and SEM analysis of P. maxima larval shells report 
the onset of calcite and calcite prismatic microstructure respectively, at the same time 
as the up-regulation of the transcript PM287, which is an aspein relative. This close 
association with calcite corroborates Tsukamoto’s et al.[48] proposition that aspein is 
involved in calcite formation of the bivalve shell. 
 
The relevance of cluster β transcripts to nacreous shell formation is confirmed by 
sequence alignment of several translated transcripts with nacre specific proteins MSI60 
and N14. Considering this validation, it is interesting to note the differential expression 
of transcripts PM037 and PM077. These transcripts are unannotated and in the adult P. 
maxima were shown to be expressed in the mantle tissue overlaying the nacreous 
shell[32]. Their increased expression profile observed during dissoconch shell formation 
strengthens their putative designation as nacre relevant transcripts. 
 
Transition to the adult shell coincides with differential expression of eight transcripts 
known to be expressed in the periostracal groove[32]. This groove of epithelial cells, 
located at the mantle edge, functions to extrude and mature the periostracum, a 
layered insoluble organic structure notably involved in shell formation [49]. The mode 
by which the periostracum influences biomineralization seems very species specific, 
consistent with the vast diversity of adult shell designs. Meenakshiet al.[50] designed an 
experiment which demonstrated that the addition of the periostraca from several 
different species to a damaged shell elicited a repair resembling the shell structure from 
which the periostracum was taken. Further specificity is noted for this structure within 
the same shell. Saleuddin and Petit [49] found the periostracum at the growing shell 
edge and the umbo is different in amino acid composition. This is an indication that 
there are separate periostracums secreted in the larval and adult stages of 
mollusksmolluscs. This proposition is supported here for P. maxima in that none of the 
previously characterized adult periostracum [32] related geneswere expressed in unison 
with the biomineralization of the earlier larval shells. Therefore considering the likely 
presence of a periostracum during P. maxima larval shell development a separate suite 
of uncharacterized genes must be responsible for the larval periostracum.These 
observations of separate larval and adult periostracums as well as the latter’s diversity 
across taxa is suggestive of the shell biomineralization strategies noted for the same 
developmental stages. Considering the periostracums influence on shell formation, it is 
a logical progression to suggest that evolution of this organic layer is closely associated 
with shell design. As such, given that it appears that separate suites of genes are 
required for the conserved larval shell formation and the highly diverged adult shell 
formation, it is likewise plausible that separate suites of genes are necessary for larval 
and adult periostracum formation. By deductive reasoning this investigation’s 
observations of a number of adult periostracal related transcripts expressed first during 
the transition to the adult dissoconch shellcorroborates the theory of separate 
periostracums manipulating the formation of the respective shells. Similar to the larval 
shell conservation, the periostracum and the related transcripts would also be likely 
conserved, however the periostracums association with the outer calcitic prismatic 
microstructure of the adult P. maxima is doubtful to reveal any transcriptional links 
between the two organic structures. This statement is based on the probable likelihood 
that the larval shell and assumedly the corresponding periostracum represent the 
ancestral biomineralization design [31]. Furthermore, the development of outer calcitic 
shell layers in Pterioida evolved as early as the Silurian era (443 million years ago) [9]. 
Early and continued evolvement of the outer calcitic layer has meant it is most likely 
highly divergent from the aragonite microstructures of the past. Therefore as the 
periostracum is considered to be specific to the associated shell, in P. maxima’s case the 
calcitic prismatic microstructure, it would have evolved in tandem with the shell 
similarly representing a significant divergence from the original form, negating the 
likelihood of a conserved molecular link between the larval and adult periostracums. 
 Beyond the characterization of transcripts which bear sequence similarities to 
annotated genes and proteins, this investigation has isolated a number of novel 
transcripts from cluster β. Partial characterization of these novel transcripts is discussed 
here based on the inorganic and organic findings of the investigation. XRD and SEM 
results have clearly established a precise time line detailing mineralogy and morphology 
of several different shell developments for P. maxima. In conjunction, microarray gene 
expression analysis of the animal at the corresponding time points has reported similar 
up-regulation and expression profiles for numerous transcripts, particularly at the onset 
of the dissoconch (adult shell). A number of novel transcripts have been identified 
during this transition along with several known shell matrix proteins. Taken together, 
the up-regulation of these novel transcripts in conjunction with other known shell 
matrix genes and XRD/SEM indications of shell transformation, suggests a high 
reasonableprobability that these transcripts are related to adult shell formation. 
Furthermore, predicated amino acid sequence analysis of these novel transcripts 
indicates a number of them are likely to have signal peptides, consistent with secreted 
shell matrix proteins, and their coding sequences have high proportions of glycine, 
aspartic acid and tyrosine residues, also a common occurrence in shell matrix proteins. 
The predicted isoelectric points (Ip) for four of the six novel transcripts is below pH 4.5. 
Previous observations noted proteins with low Ip values are exclusively involved in 
calcite shell formation [5] and that organic matrices from calcitic shell layers also 
consistently have higher ratios of acidic to basic amino acids than aragonitic designs 
[51]. This implies that these transcripts are specifically involved in calcite prismatic 
formation. Of further interest regarding acidic shell proteins,is that three of the novel 
transcripts identified have atypical amino acid compositions emphasized by substantial 
proportions of glutamic acid. Up until now, the acidity of shell matrix proteins was 
conferred singularly by the acidic amino acid - aspartic acid, with the absence of 
glutamic acid seen as curious but poorly understood [5]. The detection of this acidic 
residue in these novel transcripts may be a significant factor in a putative shell matrix 
role, and warrants further attention. 
 
Structural observations from P. maxima larval shells were earlier shown to support the 
hypothesis that molluscan larval shell development is likelyto be evolutionary conserved 
as evidenced by similarities at the shell structural level[17,42]. In contrast molecular 
similarities which would explicitly support an evolutionary conserved design theory are 
largely unknown for molluscs. This investigation has furthered that knowledge base. 
With the exception of PM066, the investigation found no other ESTs to be co-expressed 
between P. maxima larvae displaying the larval shelled stages and the adult shell design. 
Considering that the PmaxArray 1.0 microarray used during this investigation represents 
a large number of ESTs derived solely from the adult mantle tissue of the species, it is 
suggested that two separate suites of genes are likely to be required for larval and adult 
shell biomineralization. Molecular knowledge concerning adult shell development is 
much more prevalent among adult molluscs than for the larval stages. Jackson et 
al[52,53]suggests that the suite of genes required for adult shell biomineralization is a 
rapidly evolving ‘secretome’ in which there are significant variations in the molecular 
regulation of shell biomineralization, possibly enabling the large diversity of shell 
designs found in molluscs. Considering the relative similarity among larval bivalve shell 
structure the reverse may also be true, such that an evolutionary conserved set of genes 
may be exclusively responsible for the biomineralization of the larval shells. It should be 
noted that an investigation of abalone Haliotisasinina found that from nine putative 
shell related genes examined, some of the genes were expressed only during the 
development of adult or larval shells, while others were also detected as expressed 
throughout both shell developments[54]. This deviation from the current P. maxima 
study may be due to a disparity between gastropods and bivalves potentially explained 
by convergent evolution of shell biomineralization [53]. Continued comprehensive 
characterization of putative shell biomineralizing genes is still required, which in time 
will aid in comparisons of relevant genes to assess whether two different gene suites are 
responsible for adult and larval shell development throughout bivalves and possibly 
molluscs. 
 
Conclusions  
SEM and XRD analysis of P. maxima larvae and juveniles collected throughout post-
embryonic ontogenesis has comprehensively documented the inorganic structural 
properties of the shell. Three structurally different shells have been described and their 
biomineralization transitions noted. A corresponding microarray analysis of differential 
gene expression for these animals has identified many transcripts as related to these 
mineralization events. A number of these transcripts had been previously reported, 
however, their observed differential expression in response to the conditions of this 
investigation has added to their characterization. This includes the first report of a 
transcript linking the highly conserved shell formation of the larval period and adult 
biomineralization. Additionally, a number of novel transcripts were isolated with 
perceived shell functions adding to the transcriptome of shell formation. The 
conspicuous absence in expression for P. maxima adult mantle ESTs during larval shell 
development suggests that a separate suite of genes could be required for the 
biomineralization of P. maxima larval shells. Considering the structural similarities of 
larval shells across bivalves this may point to an evolutionary conserved larval 
biomineralization process. Future endeavors should focus on additional comparative 
molecular analyses of larval gene expression to assess which genes are responsible for 
larval shell development and if they are genetically conserved among different 
molluscan species.‘transcriptome’ of shell formation. Future endeavors should 
incorporate expressed transcripts from both molluscan adult shell forming tissues and 
larval shell stages on a microarray platform. The incorporation of both expressed 
transcription gene suites on such a microarray platform would advance the 
comprehension of two biomineralization processes, one seemingly conserved and the 
evolutionary origin of the latter.  
 
This interdisciplinary investigation has married the inorganic and organic components of 
shell biomineralization furthering the holistic elucidation of the process. 
Materials and Methods 
Ethics statement 
All animals collected for the purpose of this investigation were done so in accordance 
with the Australian code of practice for the care and use of animals for scientific 
purposes. 
Animal collection 
Pearl oyster Pinctada maxima animals were collected during a commercial spawning run 
at PPCo hatchery, Broome, Western Australia, Australia. No specific permits were required 
for thedescribed collections as samples were bred in captivity. Each sample contained 
between hundreds to thousands of individual animals dependent on size. Samples were 
all taken from a single cohort at a series of time points post fertilization (pf) to 
accurately represent transitions between larval stages and metamorphosis to juveniles 
ranging from 24 hrs to 40 days pf. Unfertilized eggs were also collected to serve as an 
experimental control. All samples were collected in fine sieves and immediately placed 
in tubes containing RNAlater (Ambion, Austin, USA) or filtered seawater and stored at -
70°C until required.P. maxima are not endangered or a protected species.  
 
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
Samples stored in seawater were washed several times in deionized water and air dried. 
The shells were mounted on carbon double-sided tape attached to aluminum stubs and 
gold coated with a BioRad SC500 sputter coater (BioRad, CA, USA). Microstructural cross 
sections of the shells were obtained by fracturing mounted specimens with a razor or 
needle prior to gold coating. Prepared samples were imaged using a FEI Quanta 200 
Environmental SEM (FEI, Oregon, USA) set to high vacuum. 
 
X-ray diffractometry (XRD) 
Samples stored in seawater were washed several times in deionized water and 
powdered with a mortar and pestle. Powdered samples were transferred in solution to 
sample holders by pipette where they were air dried forming a uniform coating. 
Diffraction patterns were measured using a PANanalytical, Inc. X’Pert Pro (MPD) Multi 
Purpose Diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation, operating voltage of 40 kV, current 40 mA, 
0.02° step size and 0.6 s step time over a 2Ѳ range of 10° - 70° at room temperature. 
Calcite and aragonite reference patterns were used from the JCPDS Powder Diffraction 
File, cards no. 41-1475 for aragonite and 47-1743 for calcite. 
 
Microarray development- PmaxArray 1.0 
 Preparation of RNA for microarray 
Thirty P. maxima animals were collected from several locations on the West Australian 
and Northern Territory coasts, Australia. Animals were immediately anesthetized in 1% 
propylene phenoxyetol seawater solution until valves were open and non-responsive. 
Specimens were then sacrificed and mantle tissue dissected into anterior to posterior 
strips. Muscle and gill tissue was also sampled. All tissue was stored in 
RNAlater(Ambion, Austin, USA). Total RNA was purified from each tissue sample using 
TRIZOL reagent as recommended by the manufacturer (Invitrogen Life Technologies, 
Carlsbad, CA, USA). Poly(A)+ RNA was further purified from total RNA when required via 
OligotexmRNA Mini Kit as per manufacturer’s protocols (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA). 
Concentration and purity of the RNA were determined using a spectrophotometer 
(GeneQuant Pro, GE Healthcare UK Ltd., Buckinghamshire, England) with 260 and 280 
nm readings.  RNA quality was assessed for all samples by visualization on a denaturing 
formaldehyde RNA gel as per the protocol recommended by Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA) 
and ethidium bromide staining. 
 
cDNA library construction and screening 
Two different cDNA library synthesis systems were utilized in order to maximize the 
diversity of ESTs due to the unknown characteristics of the P. maxima mantle tissue. 
 
The first library was created from total RNA pooled from the mantle tissue of 10 
individuals using the SMART cDNA library construction kit (Clontech, Mountain View, 
CA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Only the final cloning step was 
modified so that instead of using the λ TriplEx2 vector supplied with the kit, the size 
fractionated cDNA was ligated into pGEM-T Easy (Promega, Madison, WI, USA ) as per 
manufacturer’s instructions, and transformed into XL10 Gold ultracompetent cells 
(Stratagene, La Jolla, CA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. 
 
The second library produced was a subtractive cDNA library employing the PCR-Select 
cDNA Subtraction Kit (Clontech, Mountain View, CA, USA). The cDNA synthesized from 
the mantle poly(A)+ RNA was used as the tester, and cDNA synthesized from muscle 
poly(A)+ RNA was used as the driver. cDNA fragments were cloned and transformed as 
the previous mentioned library. 
 
100 clones, randomly selected from each library, were then single extension sequenced 
by Macrogen (Seoul, Korea) using an Automatic Sequencer 3730xl. The primer used for 
sequencing was the 5’SMARTlibPCR primer (5’-AAGCAGTGGTATCAACGCAGAGT-3’) a 
modification of the SMART IV oligonucleotide supplied with the SMART cDNA library 
construction kit (Clontech, Mountain View, CA, USA). Sequence data was analyzed using 
Sequencher (Gene Codes Corporation, Ann Arbor, MI, USA) and BLAST 
(http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi) to determine EST redundancy. 
 
Upon examination of the 200 clones from the two cDNA libraries, it was determined 
redundancies for 16 S ribosomal RNA ESTs were found to be as high as 30% in the 
SMART cDNA library, while redundancy rates in the subtractive cDNA library were 
acceptable (<5%). To remove 16 S ribosomal RNA carrying plasmids from the SMART 
cDNA library, all of the clones were first screened for the 16 S ribosomal RNA sequence, 
using a colony hybridization method [55]. Briefly three probes, 500 bp, 344 bp and 300 
bp in length were designed from separate regions of the 16 S Ribosomal RNA sequence. 
These probes were PCR amplified, incorporating Phosphorous32 dATP-labelled 
radioisotope into the probe’s sequence, then hybridized to cDNA library clones that had 
been fixed to nitrocellulose filters. Following an overnight incubation at 55°C in 
hybridization buffer (6 x SSC and 1% SDS), the filters were washed twice at 55°C in a 
solution of 6 x SSC and 0.2% SDS for 30 minutes, sealed within plastic and exposed onto 
autoradiography films (GE Healthcare UK Ltd.) at -70°C using intensifying screens. The 
films were then developed according to supplier’s instructions. Following this screening 
procedure an additional 100 clones were randomly selected from the SMART cDNA 
library for sequencing revealing an estimated EST redundancy of <10%. 
 
Printing of custom P. maxima mantle cDNA microarrays 
4992 unsequenced clones, which had been pre-screened for ribosomal 16 S RNA 
redundancy, were randomly selected for spotting onto microarray slides. 4224 were 
selected from the SMART cDNA library and 768 from the subtractive cDNA library.  
These were grown overnight in LB containing 50 µg/mL ampicillin. The clones were sent 
to the AgGenomics (Bundoora, Vic, Australia) microarray printing facility. The clones 
were PCR-amplified using kit-supplied primers (Clontech, Mountain View, CA, USA) and 
contact-spotted using pins, onto amino silane-coated glass slides, in a 50% DMSO buffer. 
The 4992 clones were spotted in duplicate on each slide, such that, there was a total of 
9984 clones present in two separate grids (technical replicates) on the slides. Known 
pearl oyster ESTs, which were identified at the initial sequencing stage, including; actin 
[AF378128], calmodulin [AY341376], myosin [DQ112678], N14 [AB032612] and MSI60 
[D86074] were spotted onto the arrays for use as housekeeping and positive controls. In 
addition, universal reference RNA standard controls (Lucidea, GE Healthcare UK Ltd.) 
were also spotted onto each array, as were negative control of 50% DMSO (without 
cDNA). The cDNA was bound to the slide surface by baking and UV-crosslinking. 
 
RNA extraction of larval samples 
Total RNA was purified from RNAlater stored samples using TRIZOL reagent as 
recommended by the manufacturer (Invitrogen Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA). 
Concentration and purity of the RNA were determined using a spectrophotometer 
(GeneQuant Pro, GE Healthcare UK Ltd., Buckinghamshire, England) with 260 and 280 
nm readings. RNA quality was assessed for all samples by visualization on a denaturing 
formaldehyde RNA gel (protocol recommended by Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA) and 
ethidium bromide staining. 
 
Microarray hybridization 
1 µg of Lucidea universal RNA control (GE Healthcare) was added to 2 µg of total RNA 
for each larval sample as well as to the common reference. The RNA was converted to 
cDNA then labelled and hybridized to the array using the 3DNA Array 900 MPX 
expression array detection kit (Genisphere Inc., Hatfield, PA, USA) according to the 
manufacturer’s protocol. Briefly, RNA was reverse transcribed using a random primer 
combined with an oligo-dT primer. The RNA was then degraded and the cDNA tailed 
with dTTP followed by ligation to a dendrimer-specific capture oligo (specific for either 
Cy3 or Cy5). Microarray slides were denatured prior to use by immersion in 95°C MilliQ 
water for five minutes; the slides were then transferred to 95% ethanol at room 
temperature for two minutes. Slides were spun dry at 800 RPM for two minutes to 
reduce streaking. The Cy3 and Cy5 “tagged” cDNAs were combined and then hybridized 
to the array by overnight incubation in a humidity chamber at 65°C using the kit 
supplied non-formamide SDS-based buffer and a poly T based blocker, as per 
manufacturer’s specifications. The “tagged” cDNA was washed with a series of three 
SSC-based buffers, the first wash occurred at 65°C for 15 minutes, the other wash steps 
were carried out at room temperature for 10 minutes each. The slides were spun dry at 
800 RPM for two minutes. Fluorescent 3DNA capture reagent (which carries a sequence 
complementary to the Cy3 and Cy5 tag) was then hybridized to the array using the SDS-
based buffer with added Anti-Fade reagent (inhibits photobleaching of Cy 5) at 65°C for 
four hours. The fluorescent reagent was then washed as described above for the cDNA 
hybridization. 
 
Data analysis 
PmaxArray 1.0 slides were scanned using a Genepix 4000B scanner (Axon Instruments, 
Union City, CA, USA) at 10 µm pixel resolution. ImaGene (BioDiscovery Inc., El Segundo, 
CA, USA) was used to process raw scanner images and create spot intensity reports, 
while CloneTracker (Biodiscovery Inc.) generated gene ID mapping files and assigned 
gene identification. Final intensity reports were retrieved as raw spot intensities in tab-
delimited files. This data set is MIAME compliant and has been deposited in the Gene 
Expression Omnibus (GEO) database (accession no: GSE14305) 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/).Spot intensity reports were imported into data 
mining software, GeneSight 3.0 (BioDiscovery Inc., El Segundo, CA, USA). Briefly, data 
was pre-processed and normalized in the following sequence, applying background 
correction, omitting multiple flagged spots, applying floor correction, omitting low 
expression spots, calculating ratio values, log-transformation of intensity ratios (base 2), 
and global LOESS normalization. Ratio data was normally distributed and an ANOVA was 
used to test for statistical significance in expression for microarray spots across the 
selected temporal P. maxima samples (P<0.01). Non-hierarchal cluster analysis was 
performed with GeneSight 3.0 (BioDiscovery Inc., El Segundo, CA, USA) on the significant 
microarray spots using a two dimensional spatial organization map (2D SOM) and the 
euclidean distance metric. 
Sequence analysis 
ESTs from the array identified as displaying significant expression (P<0.01) and 
representing a cluster of interest, were single pass sequenced from their corresponding 
clones. Vector and poor quality portions of sequence were trimmed and the remaining 
sequences were clustered by sequence alignment into singletons and contigs using 
Sequencher (Gene Codes Corporation, Ann Arbor, MI, USA). These sequences were 
compared against public protein and nucleotide databases using the BLASTx and BLASTn 
tools [56] from the National Center for Biotechnology Information 
(http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi). Primary structure analysis of predicted amino 
acid sequences was performed with the ProtParam tool [57] from the ExPASy server of 
the Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics (www.expasy.org). Signal peptides were predicted 
for sequences using the SignalP 3.0 program [58] from the Center for Biological 
Sequence Analysis (www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/SignalP). 
 
Experimental design 
SEM and XRD were primarily used to determine transitions in biomineralization for the 
temporal series of P. maxima larval samples collected. Indicators of these changes 
considered were shell morphology, microstructure and mineralogy. Those samples 
determined to be transitional were selected for microarray differential gene expression 
analysis. Differential expression of all the selected larval samples was determined based 
on comparison to unfertilized eggs collected from the same P. maxima spawning event 
as the larval samples. The unfertilized P. maxima eggs were selected as the reference 
material due to their ready availability, absence of any biomineralization and 
appropriateness in representing time zero in a temporal investigation. To ensure 
statistical confidence,biological replication was performed for each selected larval stage 
such thatwas hybridized to the PmaxArray 1.0 a minimum of 3 times using 
separatellarval samplestaken at the same time but originating from different culture 
tankswere hybridized to the PmaxArray 1.0 a minimum of 3 times. Technical variation, 
that is array-to-array variability, in these microarray experiments, was addressed 
through spot duplication. Two identical grids consisting of each amplified cDNA and 
including the controls described above were printed onto the left and right sides of each 
horizontally orientated array, thus affording spatial separation between duplicate spots, 
to allow for the normalization of potential hybridization anomalies. A selection of nine 
temporal larval stages was used in this investigation for differential expression analysis, 
totaling 46 microarrays. 
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Figure Legends 
Figure 1. Scanning electron microscopy images of larval and juvenile P. maxima shells. 
Images of whole shells and fractures track the morphological and microstructural 
development of the shell throughout larval ontogenesis. Specific scale bars are included 
for each panel. Where appropriate, arrows denote the position of the growing shell 
margin and arrow heads orient the shell with respect to the outermost layer. (A) The 
whole shell at 24hrs pf indicating the first mineralization stage. (B) Fracture of 24 hrs 
pfshell showing a poorly crystalline prismatic microstructure. (C) The whole shell at 3 
days pf displaying a second mineralization stage seen as growth rings (2). (D) Ventral 
shell fracture of 3 days pf demonstrating inner prismatic (ip) and oblique platy 
microstructures (o) as well as periostracum (pe). (E) Whole shell at 20 days pf, note the 
growth of second mineralization stage (2) relative to the position of the earlier shell 
mineralization (1). (F) Ventral shell fracture of 20 days pf showing an outer prismatic 
(op), inner prismatic (ip) and oblique platy microstructures (o) in addition to 
periostracum (pe). (G) Whole shell at 23 days pf, indicates transition to a third 
mineralization stage (3), the prior shell stages are marked on the image (1)(2). (H) 
Magnification of the previous image detailing the outer morphological change in 
mineralization between the second (2) and third (3) shell stages. (I) Topographical view 
of 23 days pf ventral shell fracture showing 3 microstructures, large prismatic (lp) 
homogenous granular (gr) and sheet nacre (sn). (J) Cross-sectional view of a fracture 
from the same shell 23 days pf. (K) A combined topographic and crossection view of a 
ventral shell fracture from 35 days pf demonstrating nacre forming on a significant 
homogenous granular (gr) layer. The large prismatic microstructure is not seen here 
because it sheered away from the homogenous granular (gr) at fracture edge assumedly 
as result of process. (L) A similar aspect to the previous panel, this image depicts a 
ventral shell fracture of 40 days pf in which sheet nacre (sn) can been directly forming 
on the large prismatic (lp) microstructure. 
 
Figure 2. X-ray diffractogram showing diffraction patterns for the powdered shells of 
seven P. maxima temporal samples. Peaks consistent with aragonite crystal structure 
are present in all seven samples. Characteristic calcite peaks are seen developing in 
combination with existing aragonite peaks from 20 days pf onwards. At position A on 
the x axis 24 hrs pf shows a broad rise in intensity often representative of amorphous 
structure. 
 
Figure 3. Two dimensional spatial organization map (2D SOM) depicting non-
hierarchal clusters of temporal gene expression. Gene expression profiles for 
PmaxArray 1.0 differentially transcripts expressed from P.maximalarvae and juveniles 
are shown. The animals were sampled at several time conditions relative to post 
fertilization. From left to right these conditions follows a sequential order 24hrs, 3 days, 
17 days, 20 days, 23 days, 26 days, 30 days, 35 days and 40 days. Each data point 
represents the mean ratio expression of similar behaving transcripts at a specific time 
relative to unfertilized eggs. Standard error bars show expression variation of the 
individual transcripts forming the clusters. 
Tables 
Table 1. A list of the unique transcripts from cluster β. 
 
Transcript Name 
and Accession 
No. 
Description of Best Sequence Hit E-value 
Previous PmaxArray 1.0 
Identification [32] 
Cluster A Cluster D Cluster E 
PM230: GH280190 EF183519: Pinctada margaritifera KRMP-6 mRNA 1E-70 - + - 
PM241: GH280201 no significant similarity n/a - + - 
PM233: GH280193 no significant similarity n/a - + - 
PM235: GH280195 no significant similarity n/a - + - 
PM242: GH280202 no significant similarity n/a - + - 
PM243: GH280203 no significant similarity n/a - + - 
PM228: GH280188 no significant similarity n/a - + - 
PM078: GH280038 AB032612: Pinctada maxima mRNA for N14 matrix protein 0 + - - 
PM072: GH280032 AB032612: Pinctada maxima mRNA for N14 matrix protein 1E-137 + - - 
PM053: GH280013 AB370886: Pinctada fucata mRNA for beta-tubulin 5E-57 + - - 
PM070: GH280030 D86074: Pinctada fucata mRNA for insoluble protein 2E-54 + - - 
PM077: GH280037 Q16UT3: Aedesaegyptiextracellular matrix protein, papilin 2E-16 + - - 
PM068: GH280028 no significant similarity n/a + - - 
PM037: GH279997 no significant similarity n/a + - - 
PM049: GH280009 no significant similarity n/a + - - 
PM050: GH280010 no significant similarity n/a + - - 
PM270: GH280230 EF160120: Pinctadamargaritifera shematrin-9 mRNA 0 - - + 
PM273: GH280233 AB429365: Pinctada maxima Pmshem-1 mRNA for shematrin 1E-127 - - + 
PM264: GH280224 EF160119: Pinctadamargaritifera shematrin-8 mRNA 1E-112 - - + 
PM255: GH280215 AB429365: Pinctada maxima Pmshem-1 mRNA for shematrin 5 E-90 - - + 
PM275: GH280235 EF183519: Pinctada margaritifera KRMP-6 mRNA 5E-82 - - + 
PM281: GH280241 EF183519: Pinctada margaritifera KRMP-6 mRNA 2E-75 - - + 
PM279: GH280239 EF183519: Pinctada margaritifera KRMP-6 mRNA 1E-69 - - + 
PM280: GH280240 EF183519: Pinctada margaritifera KRMP-6 mRNA 2E-69 - - + 
PM245: GH280205 AB429365: Pinctada maxima Pmshem-1 mRNA for shematrin 4E-63 - - + 
PM262: GH280222 AB429365: Pinctada maxima Pmshem-1 mRNA for shematrin 2E-62 - - + 
PM246: GH280206 EF160120: Pinctadamargaritifera shematrin-9 mRNA 2E-35 - - + 
PM266: GH280226 EF192240: Pinctada margaritifera KRMP-7 mRNA 7E-17 - - + 
PM265: GH280225 no significant similarity n/a - - + 
PM272: GH280232 no significant similarity n/a - - + 
PM248: GH280208 no significant similarity n/a - - + 
PM286: GH280246 AB429366: Pinctada maxima Pmshem-2 mRNA for shematrin 0 - - - 
PM294: GH280254 AB429367: Pinctada maxima Pmshem-3 mRNA for shematrin 0 - - - 
PM284: GH280244 AB429365: Pinctada maxima Pmshem-1 mRNA for shematrin 1E-101 - - - 
PM292: GH280252 AB429365: Pinctada maxima Pmshem-1 mRNA for shematrin 1E-100 - - - 
PM289: GH280249 AB429365: Pinctada maxima Pmshem-1 mRNA for shematrin 3E-85 - - - 
PM295: GH280255 EF183519: Pinctada margaritifera KRMP-6 mRNA 5E-82 - - - 
PM304: GH280264 AB429365: Pinctada maxima Pmshem-1 mRNA for shematrin 7E-80 - - - 
PM299: GH280259 AB429365: Pinctada maxima Pmshem-1 mRNA for shematrin 1E-77 - - - 
PM297: GH280257 DQ116437: Pinctadafucata mantle protein 10 (MG10) mRNA 1E-65 - - - 
PM314: GH738508 A2TLM3: Chlamysfarreridiphosphate kinase 2E-59 - - - 
PM287: GH280247 AB094512: Pinctada fucata aspein mRNA for shell matrix protein 5E-45 - - - 
PM301: GH280261 AB210137: Pinctada fucata pfp-16 mRNA for hypothetical protein 5E-23 - - - 
PM303: GH280263 AB244422: Pinctada fucata mRNA for shematrin-4 0.066 - - - 
PM285: GH280245 no significant similarity n/a - - - 
PM288: GH280248 no significant similarity n/a - - - 
PM290: GH280250 no significant similarity n/a - - - 
PM291: GH280251 no significant similarity n/a - - - 
PM293: GH280253 no significant similarity n/a - - - 
PM296: GH280256 no significant similarity n/a - - - 
PM298: GH280258 no significant similarity n/a - - - 
PM300: GH280260 no significant similarity n/a - - - 
PM302: GH280262 no significant similarity n/a - - - 
 
Cluster β are mantle related transcripts significantly up-regulated in unison with P. 
maxima’s metamorphosis to the dissoconch shell. Description of best sequence hit = 
highest sequence comparison match of transcript with blastx or blastn database search 
including accession number and brief identification of matching sequence. E-value = 
likelihood of random occurrence of sequence match, values approaching zero indicate 
increasing sequence match significance. Previous PmaxArray 1.0 identification = 
whether transcript was previously characterised with PmaxArray 1.0 (+) as differentially 
expressed among mantle tissue regions[32], cluster A refers to dorsal mantle associated 
with nacre, cluster D refers to periostracal groove associated with periostracum, cluster 
E refers to ventral mantle associated with prismatic calcite. Absence (-) of transcripts in 
all three clusters A/D/E indicates the sequence had not previously been characterised 
with PmaxArray 1.0. 
 
Table 2. Physico-chemical parameters of the predicted amino acid coding sequence for 
six novel P. maxima transcripts. 
 
 Transcript Identification 
PM290 PM291 PM300 PM285 PM288 PM298 
Number of Amino Acids 109 254 63 55 74 95 
Molecular Weight (kDa) 12.2 26.4 7.2 6.4 8.5 10.5 
Theoretical Ip 4.24 9.02 4.28 4.43 6.2 4.35 
Signal Peptide + + + + + - 
A
m
in
o
 A
ci
d
 C
o
m
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o
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ti
o
n
 (
%
) 
Arg 5.5 2 4.8 5.5 12.2 2.1 
Asn 3.7 2 6.3 1.8 10.8 6.3 
Asp 10.1 0.4 7.9 5.5 8.1 7.4 
Cys 0.9 0.8 1.6 0 12.2 0 
Gln 1.8 0.4 1.6 3.6 2.7 4.2 
Glu 0 0 0 7.3 8.1 10.5 
Gly 22.9 26.8 15.9 7.3 4.1 7.4 
His 0 0.8 0 1.8 0 0 
Ile 5.5 1.6 7.9 5.5 5.4 4.2 
Leu 5.5 4.3 4.8 10.9 8.1 10.5 
Lys 0 1.6 0 0 4.1 7.4 
Met 0.9 2.8 3.2 3.6 2.7 2.1 
Phe 9.2 1.2 9.5 3.6 1.4 3.2 
Pro 6.4 5.5 7.9 5.5 1.4 1.1 
Ser 2.8 15.7 4.8 3.6 5.4 12.6 
Thr 0 3.5 1.6 5.5 0 4.2 
Trp 0 0 1.6 1.8 1.4 0 
Tyr 19.3 23.2 15.9 12.7 2.7 5.3 
Val 1.8 2 0 7.3 2.7 6.3 
Pyl 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sec 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
These transcripts are differentially up-regulated during metamorphosis to the 
dissoconch shell. Theoretical Ip = isoelectric point, the pH at which a protein carries no 
net charge. Below the Ip a protein carries a positive charge, above it a negative charge. 
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Reviewer #1: Gardner et al. have conducted a microarray based investigation into the physiological 
and shell-mineralogical transitions that occur during the development of the oyster Pinctada maxima. 
While this investigation does contribute to the field of molluscan biomineralisation, there are some 
issues that should be addressed before it is accepted for publication. 
 
It was not particularly clear why clusters 6, 11, 17, 21 and 22 were clustered together - was this a 
subjective, non-statistical decision? Can the averaged profile of cluster beta be presented? The 
remaining 19 clusters (2-5, 7-10, 12-16, 18, 19, 20, 23-25) don't seem to get any attention - why 
present them at all? 
These clusters were considered together due to a subjective decision that has been explained in the 
text. The reason was that these clusters show a similar qualitative expression profile with reference to 
expression changes over the specific time points sampled and as such it was thought that they be 
influencing similar mechanisms. Quantitatively the clusters were too different in expression values to 
be visualized in an averaged profile and still present a clear trend.  The other clusters have been 
removed and the figure has been reworked to show only those clusters discussed in the manuscript.  
 
It is claimed that "over 1000 ESTs present on the PmaxArray 1.0 are differentially expressed 
throughout this process...". However because the spots on the array are not characterised there is 
clearly a significant amount of redundancy as is illustrated by cluster 1 which contains 80 ESTs, 66 of 
which (82.5%) represent the same gene. Either an estimation of the redundancy of the array should 
be explicitly provided (see below), or the statement above should be modified to take this into 
account. 
An estimation of total redundancy for the microarray has been provided under the ‘microarray 
development’ section calculated at <10%. The high redundancy noted in cluster 1 is an artificially high 
estimation of redundancy as ESTs with similar profiles were clustered together before being selected 
for sequencing. As such these ESTs probably represent the entire complement of this transcript 
printed on the array and not a randomized estimation of EST redundancy on the microarray. 
 
Under the materials and methods the construction of the PmaxArray 1.0 is described. The majority of 
the clones printed on the chip (84.6%) were derived form the "SMART cDNA library". This library had 
a high level of redundancy. While some 16S rRNA sequences may have been removed following the 
screening method employed, there would still be many (many!) other sequences that would be highly 
represented in this library. The redundancy of the array is therefore likely to be very high. It should be 
made clear in the discussion that this is the case, rather than repeatedly citing the number of ESTs 
printed on the chip as this is misleading. 
As partially addressed in the previous response an estimation of redundancy has been provided for the 
SMART cDNA library, being less than 10 % which the authors of this manuscript deemed acceptable. 
The apparent higher estimates of redundancy are due to the selection of ESTs with similar profiles for 
sequencing which increases the likelihood that ESTs with the same transcript will be sequenced. This 
frequency is not a reliable indication of the microarray’s transcriptome coverage. Regardless, the text 
has been adjusted to explicitly clarify and explain the likelihood of redundancies for the ESTs described 
therein. 
 
While I understand that there are only adult mantle transcripts present on the PmaxArray 1.0, by only 
focusing on transcripts that are up-regulated, genes that may be repressing the function of adult 
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